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(Reprinted from The Ma,thenwtics T eacher for May 1941) 

Mathematics in the Defense Program* 
By MARSTON MORSE 

Chairman of the War Preparedness Committee of the American Mathematical 
Society and Mathematical Association of America 

Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New J ersey 

and 
WILLIAM L. HART 

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

THE American Mathematical Society 
and the Mathematical Association of 
America number some 5000 members. The 
American Mathematical Society is de-

1\\ voted primarily to the development of re
search in mathematics, and the Mathe
matical Association of America to the 
teaching of mathematics. About a year 
ago these societies appointed a committee 
known as the War Preparedness Commit
tee, to prepare the two societies to be use
ful to our nation in time of war. The ways 
and means of doing this were not pre
scribed, but were left to the committee. 
Before I give you details about our organi
zation and aims it will be helpful to make a 
few remarks concerning the role of science 
in defense in general. 

The most effective employment of sci
ence in a defense program must include the 

* Address delivered before the National 
Council of 'Teachers of Mathematics at At
lantic City on February 21, 1941 by Professor 
Morse. The part with special reference to the 
secondary field, and certain other sections, com
prise the essential portions of an address by 
Professor Hart on "Mathematics for National 
Service" before the National Council at Baton 
Rouge, La. on January 1,1941. 

use not only of the facts of science, but also 
of the methods and men. In time of war 
science must be resourceful and inventive 
and capable of quiick analysis of emergency 
problems. The defense against the magnet
ic mine by the English is a magnificen t 
example of the immediate application of 
theory to practice. Theoretical science can 
not be neglected; for it is the reservoir of 
general methods anyone of which may be 
needed. But theoretical science should be 
in a form in which it can be quickly ap
plied. We should further develop the tech
nique of making applications. 

This is particularly true of mathematics. 
North America leads the world in pure 
mathematics. Weare also strong in the 
simpler applications appearing in ordinary 
engineering or industrial practice; but we 
have preferred experiment to theory and 
have tended to use the laboratory to ob
tain results which might have been pre
dicted. This is in contrast to the situation 
in Europe, where tradition as well as ma
terial necessity have produced engineers 
with greater theoretical knowledge and 
training. This state of affairs should be 
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remedied; for in time of war we cannot 
take the time to experiment. 

We are beginning to correct this situa
tion. In this we are aided by a number of 
European experts of great talent and abil
ity. Several of the leading authorities on 
aerodynamics of Germany are now refu
gees in this country. The leading mathe
matical authority on ballistics of Italy, is 
also a refugee and is lecturing in this coun
try. In addition, there are a few Americans 
who are well trained in these fields. But 
these authorities are in such demand from 
industry for immediate purposes that they 
have little time for teaching or general ed
ucation and research. 

I have given you one reason why this 
bottleneck has arisen. There is another 
reason which goes very deep. It is our na
tional suspicion of theory, on the part of 
the general public. We are perilously low
brow. This is dangerous in a democracy 
where the great motivating forces must 
come from the people. One result has been 
a lack of cooperation between the theoret
ically-minded scientist and the practically
minded scientist. The pure scientists have 
intensified their study of science for sci
ence's sake, and the applied scientists have 
adhered to "common sense" and the labo
ratory. It is one of the problems of educa
tion to show that the more mature and so
cially-minded way is to respect both theory 
and practice, and particularly their com
bination. 

In this connection I wish to refer you to 
a pamphlet on Science in War, written by 
twenty English scientists during the last 
year. This book is in the Penguin series, 
costs twenty-five cents, and may be or
dered from New York at any bookstore. It 
is an illuminating account of the success of 
science when used in the English defense, 
and of the difficulties in getting science 
used. Here are discussed the problems of 
nutrition, of agriculture, of stock-breeding 
and planting, and of the reactions of the 
Civil Service and tradition to these prob
lems. There is the problem of rationing, of 
the hours of labor, of the care of the wound-

ed and prevention of disease, the dispute 
between the artists and naturalists over 
camouflage, the uses of mechanical science, 
the problems of morale and propaganda. 
On reading this book one sees clearly 
the necessity in a democracy of an ade
quate understanding of science by the 
general public, and as a corollary the fun
damental need of education in the methods 
and aims of science, as well as in the facts. 

With the foregoing in mind I shall now 
describe the aims and organization of the 
War Preparedness Committee. 

Our objectives may be listed under five 
heads: 

1. Research. The solution of mathema
tical problems essential for military 
or naval science, or rearmament. 

2. Preparation for Research. The prepa
ration of professional mathemati
cians for such research. 

3. Education for Service. The strength
ening of mathematical education in 
our schools and colleges to the point 
where it affords adequate prepara
tion in mathematics for military and 
naval service or rearmament. 

.4. Military and Naval Texts. The study 
by a large group of mathematicians 
of the current routine military texts 
and sources wherein mathematics is 
involved-to obtain certain knowl
edge of what should be taught in the 
schools and colleges, and in order 
that mathematicians may be able to 
aid in the revision of these texts if 
and when their aid is needed. 

5. Roster of Personnel. The collection of 
specialized information concerning 
mathematicians, similar to that in 
the national roster but more detailed 
as to mathematical training; and the 
making of this information available 
to all scientific or military committees 
or organizations aiding in the de
fense. 

To carry out these objectives three sub
committees were appointed with the fol
lowing titles: 
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1. Research 
2. Preparation for Research 
3. Education for Service 

It is the last committee, on Education for 
Service, in which you are naturally most 
interested, but I shall first tell you about 
the other two committees. 

Committee on Research. This committee 
is headed by Professor Dunham Jackson of 
the University of Minnesota. It is ready to 
receive mathematical problems important 
for the national defense, and will seek to 
solve these problems. To aid this commit
tee we have appointed consultants in each 
of six fields. These fields are as follows: 

Aeronautics 
Ballistics 
Computation (numerical, mechanical, 

electrical) 
Cryptanalysis 
Industry 
Probability and Statistics 

The chief consultant in aeronautics is 
Professor Bateman of the California Insti
tute of Technology. This is perhaps the 
most difficult of all the fields, and one of 
the most important. Thousands of hours of 
mathematical labor go into the design of 
each new type of aeroplane. There is the 
problem of the flow of air by moving ob
jects and the problem of the determination 
of surfaces of least resistance and greatest 
lifting power. The problem of flutter is a 
very troublesome one, but nevertheless ad
mits a mathematical approach. An essen
tial tool here is the theory of conformal 
mapping. Those who wish further details 
may refer to a paper entitled "The engi
neer grapples with non-linear problems" 
by Theodore von Karman, in the Bulletin 
of the A merican Mathematical Society of 
1940. 

The chief consultant in ballistics is John 
von Neumann of the Institute for Ad
vanced Study at Princeton, New Jersey. 
The Government maintains its proving 
ground at Aberdeen, Maryland, and Dahl
gren, Virginia, and has several able math
ematicians at work in this field. These men 

are charged with the proper design of guns 
and projectiles, with their testing, and the 
making of tables. The problem of bomb
sights is also referred to them. An interest
ing discovery of the last few years is the 
close connection between the theory of 
projectiles and that of high speed aero
planes. High speed projectiles move at a 
velocity somewhat greater than that of 
sound, while the maximum speed of aero
planes is now nearly two-thirds that of 
sound. It is therefore natural that ballis
tics and aerodynamics should be intimate
ly related. The speed of sound is critical for 
bodies moving in the air. The tremendous 
resistance met at this speed seerps to indi
cate that the maximum velocity at which 
aeroplanes can fly is fast being approached. 

Professor Norbert Wiener of the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology is the 
chief consultant in computation. A great 
deal of the computational work at the 
Aberdeen Proving Ground is now done by 
mechanical means by the so-called Bush 
Analyser. This is an intricate and expen
sive machine occupying a large room and 
capable of giving the numerical solutions 
of an important class of differential equa
tions. Since the original machine was set 
up at Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy some ten years ago, several larger and 
better ones have been built. In the whole 
world at the present time there are not 
more than ten such machines. Professor 
Wiener is working on the problem of usingJ 
this machine or similar machines to solve 
partial differential equations. If accom
plished, this would be an important aid for 
applied methematics. In spite of the exist
ence of these machines, much computation 
still has to be done in the old-fashioned 
way. Fortunately for this country, we 
have a number of experts on numerical 
computation. 

Cryptanalysis is the science of the mak
ing and solving of codes and cyphers. 
There is ample literature on the subject 
and by virtue of its intriguing nature it 
might appeal to students of high school 
age. The chief consultant is Professor Eng-

/ 
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strom of Yale. Professor Engstrom is an 
officer in the Naval Reserve and with his 
aid a number of able young mathemati
cians are making an intensive study of 
crypt-analysis. It is possible touse the latest 
and most powerful algebras to make codes 
that are unbreakable. The catch is that 
complex codes are difficult to transmit 
without mutilation. Ordinary code theory 
involves a useof frequency tables and much 
ingenuity. It was only during the last war 
that the Germans discovered that it was 

f 
better to employ statisticians than phil
ologists in this branch of the military serv
ice. H ere is a field in which mathematicians 
are very useful. 

The chief consultant in Industry is Dr. 
Thornton C. Fry, Mathematical Research 
Director of the Bell Telephone Labora
tories. There are more than fifty corpora
tions employing more than 100 mathe
maticians. He finds that integral equations 
are used in prospecting for oil, matrix 
algebra in studying the vibration of air
craft wings, and in electric circuit theory, 
the calculus of variations in improving 
the efficiency of relays, the theory of num
bers in the design of reduction gears, and 
in splicing telephone cables, and topology 
in the classification of electric networks. 
H e points out that there is no place in this 
country where a mathematical consultant 
fpr industry can be trained as such. Such a 
man studies as an engineer, or a physicist, 
or a mathematician, and must be partially 
self-trained to serve as a mathemat ician in 
industry. Fry's plea for better training in 
the field confirms the emphasis of our com
mittee on training in applied mathematics. 
Moreover, in this field the demand for men 
exceeds the supply. 

Professor S. S. Wilks of Princeton Uni
versity is the chief consultant in probability 
and statisticfs. I shall quote Wilks as foll0ws : 
In .a war emergency the greatest service 
whI?h .can. be rendered by probability and 
statIstIcs IS of the nature of routine and 
practical applications. Because of the ex
t~eme i~portance of mass production tech
mques III modern warfare the feeling is 
very general that statistical methods of 

quality control such as those used by 
Sh~whart in the Bell T elephone Labora
tones would be valuable. Another main 
technique is that of sampling surveys and 
their application to the problem of stores 
and supplies, personnel selection trans
portation, communication, etc. There is 
also the problem of statistical analysis of 
data obtained in bombing practice and in 
range firing. 

Preparation for Research. The second 
main subcommittee on "Preparation for 
Research" is headed by Professor Mar
shall H. Stone of H arvard University. It is 
concerned with t he professional education 
of mathematicians to the end that they 
may be available for research on mathe
matical problems of the defense. Up to 
date expositions of ballistics, aerodynam
ics and hydrodynamics are not available. 
This committee is concerned with this 
lack. It seeks to encourage the giving of 
special courses on applied mathematics in 
the various graduate schools, and a num
ber of these courses are now being given. 
Bibliographies need to be published and 
special seminars on mathematics of the de
fense need to be arranged at various scien
tific gatherings. This is a work of great im
portance, but one that will take time. It is 
an essential part of the proposed develop
ment of applied mathematics. 

Education for S ervice. The third subcom
mittee, and the one in which you are 
undoubtedly most interested, is on Educa
tion for Service. Its Chairman is Professor 
William L. Hart of the University of 
Minnesota. At my suggestion his commit
tee embarked on a vigorous campaign of 
investigation of mathematical education 
in the secondary schools and of under
graduate mathematical education in the 
colleges, in relation to the national defense. 
The objectives as formulated by his com
mittee are as follows : 

1. To investigate what mathematics is 
of prime utility in industry and in the 
Army and Navy in the national de
fense. 

2. In accordance with the results of this 
investigation, to make useful recom-
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mendations in regard to mathemati
cal curricula at both the secondary 
and college levels. 

3. To determine in what ways mathe
maticians may aid in the preparation 
of textbook material and in the teach
ing of those who will have mathemat
ical duties in industry or as enlisted 
men or officers. 

Professor Hart conferred with the offi
cers in charge of the R.O.T.C. at the Uni
versity of Minnesota with teachers of aero
nautical engineering, and with teachers of 
ground school courses in the Civil Aero
nautics Program. He visited two warships 
and some major coast defenses of the 
Army, and examined the workings of a 
major aircraft plant. He has drawn upon 
his experience as a major of artillery dur
ing the World War. At my recommenda
tion his committee obtained textbooks of a 
mathematical nature employed in the 
R.O.T.C., for ground school courses for 
pilots, and for various service schools main
tained by the Army. No consideration was 
given to training at West Point and An
napolis because the officers from these 
schools are exceptionally well prepared for 
their duties. His report concerns mathe
matical aspects of the preparation of all 
others, officers or men, who will eventually 
enter the national service. 

A representative sample of the military 
textbooks which such men would study 
was sent to various mathematicians to re
view. I have some of these reviews with me 
and shall be glad to show them to anyone 
of you who may be interested. I shall con
tinue with a reading of parts of an address 
presented to the National Council by Pro
fessor Hart at Baton Rouge. 

"One object of these reviews is to learn 
at first hand what mathematics is a mini
mum essential for the study of the texts 
and for the performance of field duties by 
officers and enlisted men in various 
branches of the military services. As a sec
ond object, in these reviews, we wished to 
observe the nature of the exposition of 
mathematical material in the texts, with 

the possibility in mind that: mathemati
cians might aid in the construction of any 
future editions of the books. In this outline 
of my sources of information, I take pleas
ure in acknowledging assistance received 
by me from President Mary Potter of the 
National Council in connection with view
points for the secondary field and mathe
matics appropriate for skilled industrial 
workers. 

"I shall now summarize some of the evi
dence at my disposal and then, later, I 
shall draw certain conclusions, principally 
concerning effects at the secondary level. 

"Permit me to be very brief on the non
military side. It appears to me that the air
craft and munitions industries, with their 
demands for skilled workers and drafts
men, the drain on the national supply of 
skilled workers due to Army and Navy 
calls for enlisted specialists, and the statis
tical work associated with the activities of 
government agencies and industry, will 
operate to require largely increased num
bers of men and women who have appro
priate training in mathematics. It would 
be desirable if skilled workers in industry 
had substantial secondary mathematics, 
through the stage of computational trigo
nometry, with at least an intuitional 
knowledge of solid geometry, and with em
phasis on numerical applications at all pos
sible stages. For these non-military activi
ties, as many women as possible should be 
trained at least through substantial high 
school mathematics; a more select group 
should be trained through the stage of ele
mentary college mathematical statistics to 
create a reservoir of computers for govern
ment and industry. 

"I evaluate the pure mathematical needs 
of the various Army and Navy services as 
follows, if we eliminate the requirements of 
those exceptional officers whose work can 
be designated as military research. 

"First, the Infantry, motorized or not. 
Even this supposedly non-technical branch 
of the Army places demands on mathemat
ics. All enlisted men in the infantry find use 
for arithmetic and intuitional geometry. 
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The officers, non-commissioned officers and 
private first-class should have familiarity 
with elementary geometry to permit map 
reading, map construction, appreciation of 
contour designations on maps, the use of 
coordinate systems. These men also should 
be able to appreciate the complicated me
chanical drawings and the internal work
ings of the rifles, light anti-aircraft guns, 
and other materiel assigned to the infan
try. In brief, for these men I would specify 
elementary algebra and geometry as fre
quently taught in training for industry. In 
addition the officers should have some ac
quaintance with the notions of probability 
and probable error as met in elementary 
statistics. 

"Second, the Coast Artillery Corps. This 
exceedingly mathematical branch includes 
all artillery for seacoast defense, all high 
altitude anti-aircraft artillery, and all mo
bile artillery of heavy caliber. The officers 
of this corps have to perform the duties of 
surveyors on some occasions, and they deal 
with very complex optical instruments, 
motorized machinery, and complicated 
guns. These men should have very strong 
training in mathematics-in fact they 
should be engineering graduates as the 
most desirable stipulation. But, as a mini
mum, they must know mathematics 
through computational plane trigonome
try, and elemen tary spherical trigonometry, 
with some background in solid geome
try. They should also have an acquaintance 
with the notions of probability and proba
ble error as met in elementary statistics, in 
order to appreciate the theory of gunfire. 
All enlisted men should have a background 
of geometric and algebraic knowledge 
equivalent to the training suitable for 
skilled workers in industry. In addition, 
about 25 per cent of the enlisted men 
should be as well qualified mathematically 
as the officers. 

"Third, the Field Artillery, or light artil
lery. We can make the same minimum 
stipulations for mathematical training as 
in the Coast Artillery with the omission of 
mention of spherical trigonometry, and 

with somewhat less insistence on the need 
for mathematics in the case of the enlisted 
men. 

"Fourth, the Signal Corps. The officers 
should be electrical engineers and the en
listed men should have the mathematical 
training suitable for skilled men in indus
try. 

"Fifth, the Ordnance Dept. It needs var
ious specialists, both officers and enlisted 
men, with highly mathematical back
grounds such as possessed by engineering 
graduates or college majors in mathemat
ics. 

"Sixth, flying officers in the Air Corps of 
the Army and Navy, and all other officers 
in the Navy. They require at least the 
same minimum training as officers of the 
Coast Artillery, because of the necessity 
for studying navigation in all present cases, 
aerodynamics and meteorology for air
force officers, and numerous other techni
cal subjects. In fact, it bewilders a civilian, 
who has seen the workings of a warship, to 
conceive of any Navy officer who is not a 
trained engineer. These officers of the air
force and Navy should have substantial 
courses in solid geometry and spherical 
trigonometry, far beyond what is satisfac
tory for the artillery service. 

"Seventh, the ground force of the Air 
Corps. It requires a large number of grad
uated engineers, men with college mathe
matics and physics especially for the mete
orology section, and a large force of men 
with mathematical backgrounds suitable 
for skilled industry. 

"Eighth, enlisted men in the Navy. All of 
them should have the mathematics suita
ble for skilled workers in industry. A sub
stantial number of the enlisted men should 
be as well qualified as stipulated in the de
scription of minimum mathematics for the 
officers. 

"In summary, I believe that the preced
ing specifications of mathematical training 
for officers give minimum levels if our 
Army and Navy are to be well led. The 
training which I specified for various types 
of enlisted men may exceed the true mini-

" , 
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mum but probably is the desirable level if it 
can be attained. I hazard the guess that, 
withou t special effort on the part of the 
high schools, colleges, and centers for adult 
training, the nation will not have a proper 
reservoir of men with the mathematics nec
essary for the needs of industry and the 
military services. 

"N ow let me present certain personal 
recommendations for viewpoints and ac
tions as a consequence of the nature of the 
probable mathematical needs which I have 
just enumerated. 

"Item 1. In the secondary field, it would 
be very undiplomatic and harmful if the 
national emergency were taken as a crude 
excuse for a violent attack on certain cur
ricular trends, even though it is possible 
that weaknesses of some features of these 
trends may become apparent when ana
lyzed under the searchlight of our present 
national requirements. I recommend that 
initially we should make our proposals and 
state the mathematical ob.jectives in the 
preparedness program without any stipula
tion as to the pedagogical details involved 
in attaining the objectives. 

"Item 2. The National Council of Teach
ers of Mathematics and all organized bod
ies of mathematics teachers at all levels 
should advertise the utility of mathemat
ics in industry and military service. In 
high schools it should be advertised that 
Army and Navy R.O.T.C. units in colleges 
require trigonometry and should require 
solid geometry and spherical trigonome
try. 

"Item 3. I recommend that every club 
of secondary teachers of mathematics 
should promptly hold a special meeting de
voted to a discussion of the role of mathe
matics in the present national emergency 
and to a discussion of possible local actions 
in the high schools. 

"Item 4. I recommend that in the junior 
and senior high schools, every boy and girl 
of sufficient mathematical aptitude should 
be urged by the high school advisers, to 
take as much mathematics as possible, 
through the stage of trigonometry and 

some solid geoinetry, as a national service. 
And, I recommend that a new definition of 
socialized mathematics be adopted in the 
curricula for students of all ability levels, 
where we would recognize that, at least for 
boys, mathematical content with military 
uses is the most socialized variety of math
ematics to which they can be exposed at 
present. 

"Item 5. The military necessity for 
spherical trigonometry and space diagrams 
in many important places leads me to rec
ommend that the high school course in 
solid geometry be given much more em
phasis than in recent years. I suggest that 
it be modified by replacing some of the 
classical content with a treatment of the 
elements of spherical trigonometry, thus 
giving a combined course in solid geome
try and spherical trigonometry. In fact, 
this combination appeals to me on purely 
mathematical and pedagogical grounds 
apart from the requirements of the pre
paredness program. 

"Item 6. I recommend that a single set 
of courses be used for secondary students 
of ability in attaining the desired ends, 
rather than separate curricula, some de
signed to fit men for industry and some 
planned for men and women who will pro
ceed more deeply into mathematics. 

"Item 7. As a temporary measure, I sug
gest that boys of intelligence, now in grades 
11 and 12, who have previously omitted 
substantial mathematics, should be offered 
an abbreviated treatment of logarithms, 
plane trigonometry, intuitional solid ge
ometry, and an introduction to spherical 
trigonometry, to permit these students to 
train themselves rapidly for their practic
ally certain entrance into skilled industry 
or the Army or Navy. 

"Item 8. I advance the opinion that a 
severe shortage of men with engineering 
training is at hand. This should be brought 
to the attention of interested boys of 
mathematical ability in the high schools. 

"Item 9. As a final recommendation for 
the secondary field I urge the National 
Council to appoint a special committee on 
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"Mathematics for National Service," to 
coordinate and direct appropriate activi
ties in the secondary field." 

The applications of mathematics in the 
national defense will be made by men in all 
branches of the national service and in the 
various scientific professions. Some of the 

, i \.' 
men contributing in this Way will be math-
ematicians. The one thing for whi~h math
ematicians are mainly. responsible and ih 
which they have the greatest influence, is 
the education in mathematics for this 
service. I know that we can count on the 
teachers of mathematics for the fullest aid. 

,-
I' 

11 
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IJe~r 'Or. Ke 1 egg: 

;).y experl~nce tbi.s yea.r h148 mru:io !!le ra.ther &CuteJy conscious ot 

the fact tbtl.t t.he needs of mathem .. tios,l rosearoh b~ve not yet.. been brought 

to the attention ~f those whose position enablos them to h~ve & view of the 

etra.tegy ot SOienoe, This, r think, 1 s chi cf1y tho f&ul t ot the ma.thella.t1. 

olan. thei:lselv3e, who ha.ve too eu.ai 1y 3.B8umad that , an outside world whiob 

oannot understand the datai 1,. of th.eif work 18 not ioterested in 1 ts sucoess. 

Tha.t such an idoais 'erroneous bas been weJ\. i ll ustrated by tbe generous 

action of tjle Rcckefe1'!er Foundii.tl on in .providing funds f e r Research Pello •• 

ISbipS 1n ~ a.thelll!",tio8 ot the 8911le typo as for Physics !ind Chemistry -:- Thh was 

dooe 111medi &.tely, snd apparently as & m&tt.er o f course, ' when the need for such 

fe ll ow.bips was pcinted out. Tbi 8 experience, as wen a.a much evi dence ot 

.. le88 t811gible sort" of thd friend1y int'ereat in ma.thematios, 11&de rae to 

bope thb.t it ma.y be worth IWhi 18 to dr~w ~ttention to the fact that. we are 

no. in a ai tuation where anotber very important etep of ~ silli 1 &r sort m., 

be taken. 

"oneil", ~eliobnI:£.. {:; mathematios dOf-lU'trnent in tm ~erioWl university bas to 

dea,l with an enc rmOU8 IIl&8S of freshmen, ~ very l arge nUlllber of sopbomores, 

and wIth extreJllely eman nUmbers ot 'juniors, 8<3niore and graiut.i.te student8. 

The situation is entirely different froll that cf a. 8uropeliO University, whiob 

haa to def:i.l only .,ith th~ ) ut- oltl.S8 of student •• The subjeots taught to 

freshmen and sophomoros !ire tu.lcen ul-: in tho LycIJe's and Gylllna.ai&. Uoder c>ur 

' conditions, the ilion , re.pons1 b1 e f e r the conduct. of .;., M.athemt.i.t10$ department 

~re obl ieodto give their prAmary ~ttention to providing jnstruotion for the 

fre.haen G.Dd sophomores. Thia ob1iea.t1on i& due not merely to tho number ot 

•• n who b&Ye to be dealt witb but 'aJac to the intrinsic Importanoe of suoh 

In.truotlon. 
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-
devertbetess there has been a great ,development of mathematioal 

raasW',ch in this ~ountry. l'wenty or thirty yeare &go there .ere very tew 
• • 

lIIan doing 8uch researoh and they · were reoei v1ng very 11 ttle cOl}sideraUon 
- " 

troll the Univers1 ties. No·. they.a.re very muoh in demand. P. man with good 

mathem4:tlos.J gifts and nerma.l pers(nai qUIoI.Hti0e bas little trouble.in 

. obta.inin~ u good a. p08ition u 18 a.va11able under our system. But "hen 
he obta.los 1 t he h&s <& teaching schedul0 of froll nins to f1 f't·een bours a 

woekU-compared wi tb three hours a week for hi. 001 higue 1n · the College 

de Franoe, tor extll':!pl e. Voreover, he beoomes treaendously Intere.te~ in 
C) • 

thi.teaching; he 880B the lI'JanJ fo1d ways in_blah it coul d be h,proved, and 

he plays his part in the cO '~mittee8 snd other administrathe device. which 

are trying to do the c,bvioU8 tasks of the uni varsi ty :i n. a. better • .,. 

• 

He was preferred to other ~en _hen ~p6int&d, because ot his 8oientlf-

-io dieti netioll. But just . OOOiWS6 he ha.s ~ sense of responsibl11 ty And react. 

1n 4 normul .. s;y to hie environtnent, it. 1. only a. sma.ll fraction or hie energy 

that gooe into rescdU'oh. 'rha university I.I.Uthurities never t:now tbe dlfferenos 

(1 t doe8 not ·8how in the n\llJlber of hiB yubU cations, -only in tbe qual! ty)' and 

give hi .. h1e rightful share otroepect 8.S a loya1.-1nember of t.be co_unity, 

So we h&.ve li.rri-ve~ at tbe 8tage where we reoognize ~1Uty in solenUr-

10 researoh as .. but 8 for uni vorsi ty a.ppointments but not as .. prinlary occup .. 

tion tor the appotnte'!fJ.. TM s statement j 8 not striotly true in 8018noes Uka 

Physics !!lind Cheft!lietry for the un1voraitlee which. have great. ld.boratories 
, 

ueu&11y recognl~a the ab8urdity ofma;inte.ining 8uob plante wjthout .. re.peot-

able output of re'8&roD. It 18 bri1li~tly untrue in Astrcno.y. S\lt in 

Mathematic8 it i. true almost without an exception. 

The w ... y to make lIllother etep- t o rtr(ud j 8 obviou.. Indeed 1 t has 

&lreaily bO&A pw\i &11y _ reoognl &ed by the Roeketell • . rJotlndat1oD in a.tabU eh

liQg It. aeries of Fel1o .. bipa in various soienoe8 .hi cb alford opportunl tIe. 

I . 

• 
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tor r ••• arob to lien of prolrl8~ a.t the outeet of their c..e.roers. What remains :to 

do 1. to f~nd a. .~ ot assuring tbe OC'otinulIDoc of thoir roeearch to lion who have 

aJ.ready pro\lo4 tbeir a.bility. This i.8 already provided tor, to .. c!rta.tn extent, 

in the 1 aboratori os of , the experimental sci eneas, but, u aj ready indicated, there 

1.no prevl.ion in Iihl.thomatl08. To provide i t,_ there awe at leut two • .,. "hie h 

"oul d be just! f1 ed by - the actuAl amount of math.em&U ca.1 talent in the country. 

The fi r.t of tho8e .ClUJ d be to f ouud and endow- a! Mathemat1 08.1 lost! tute. 

The ~hy.io~l equipment of suoh. an iostitute would be very siaple: a -

library, .. few offioa" and l ecture roome, blld a. 8Il\a.ll _ount of a.pparat.us suoh 

ae oomputing machines. 'rbare should al so be prevision on a. 8111&11 80ale for 

.teuogra.phera and oOllputers. Eut the IIltdn funds of such an iosti tute shoul d be 

used for the aaJ ari es of men or Wollen .hole bust neS8 t. ma.tbema.ti 0&1 reaeAroh. 

Theae people .hould, however, be provided wi t'h tbe equi valent of the routine work 

which 18 &l wqa present in l&.oora.tcry soiences. 'Ibis flork could consist, tor 

exampl e, in edt ting a ma.themlltioal periodical cr in prepa.ring aIlS. edi t1o~ of • 

the 8noyc)oi1edi a of !~ lJ.thematioa. The) a.,!-ter enterprise would be .. very l&rge 

one but wculd be trellendousl y important both for pure lIIathelll~tic8 and tor ita 

a.ppHoli.tions. The lIle1lbeT8 of the Institute should a.180 be expected ~to give 

leotures to advlAI'lood students -in their own field. of rese&rob. 

Suoh an institute, in my opinion, c~u 1 c1 ('.pera.te successfully either 

1.n conjunoticn wi th a univl'}rs~ty or!1.8 tIoi1 elltjrc ~ y separa.te institution. In 

eithor 08813 it wc,u1d treat mathem!:Ltioa,l reaal1Tch a.s til. prcfeeaion. There a.ra 

pl eJOty of men in tne country ~'ho bll.ve shown that they a.re oapa.bla of Uv1.ng 

up to such a. pesl tiOD . 
\ 

Tbe aeoond plan whicb 1 have in minn. is essentia1Jy tha.t followed 

by the ROJa1 Sooiety in tlle TaTrOif Researoh f'rofaeec..rsh1ps. It oons!eta 

in eatabliehlng 'l1Ild and('wing IJ. DUlIlb!)r of r08e~roh prcfeseorehips which .. re 

\ 

- , 
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Abr!iham Fl~xnet', i'Jeq., 
61 F.roadwa.y, 
New York, I • Y. 

Dear Dr. Flexner: 

. , 

June 10, 1924. 

-
Some time age 1 sent your brother, Dr . Simon Fl exner, who haa 

ahown & pr&.etloal interest in mathematical as wel : as other researoh, 8. 

let Ler a.bout lIy ideas as to the best. lrq of furthering suoh researoh. He 

8uggosted tb8.t- l 8bo~ld ta.lk the rutter over with you. I shoul d 1ike very 

muoh to do 80 80me time a.t your oonvenienoe. In the meantime, I I!im sending . 

yoU the t'oPowlng stAtemont, whioh ie prt....cti o&l1y a oopy of 8. s~ rt of a. 

v&ledlotory stAtement wbioh I left wI th Cr. Vernon Kellogg: 

»y experienoe thi 8 year bas mado me rather a.cute1y oonsoious of 

tbe fa.ot tha.t the needs of TII·atbelll&tica} resc3.rch ha.ve not yet been brou~ht . 

to' the attention ot those whosc position .en&bl es them to ha.ve 8. view ot the 

strategy of Soi enoe. 'fbi 8, I think, i 8 ohief1y the raul t of the matnemati-

olans themse l vo8, who ha.ve too e8.811y uswned tbat a.n outside world whiob 

oannot understand the detai l s ot their- wo'rk is net interested In it'. suocess. 
. , 

That suoh an idea. is erroneoUs hILS bean wel l i 11 ustrat-ad by the generous &C-

tion of the Rookefe l ler Foundation in providing fUnds for R~8earoh Fellowships 

1n M&thema.tlo8 of tbe atUne type as for Phy S108 and Ohemistry.: Thi 8 was done 

immedi a.tel y, and apparent l y as a m&tter ot oourse, wben the need for suoh 

fellowship. w~ pointed out. This experienoe, as wel l &8 muoh evidenoe of 

a le8s tangible sort of the friendly interest in matheme.tics, leads .e to 

hope that it mq be wort.h while to dr8,W a.ttention to tbe fact that we are 

now 1n a poai tion where another very important step ot a. alal1 ar eort lIay 

be taken. 
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Dr. A. 'lexner -2- J~ 10, 1124. 

The step whioh I propole 1, 8. very obvious one whIch doubtless should 

be takan io !lany other fields alao. I wieh to mue the a.rgument only tor 

.atbematios, ho"Wever, for I 4iIII sure of lIT fiLota it I limit myselt 10 this 

way. Tbe step is aimply to gh'e a DUllbar at the men who have proved that 

they oan do pro,duoth'e work 1n this tield a. ohanoe to conoentrAte tbolr et .. 
man 

tortl on it. A busin.as/or 8. European soientist would probably uk &t 

onoe: Are the un1 verai ties not a1 readJ dolag exe.cttly this thing 111 &11 .,u~ 

jeots' The 8iIl8wer would ha.ve to be tha.t unfortuna.tely tbey are not doing 

it .. oertainly not itl m&thema.tio8 • • 

It 1. true tha.t mathema.tioal re.ea,roh 1 e done a,ll1Ost shtirely by 

university and ooJ1ege tea.ohera: But e. mathematio.) department 1n an, 1lIDerloao 

unlvenaity bu to deal with boD enol'lloua mus of tresbmen, &; very large ouaber 

ot sophomores, and w1 th extremely ~a.ll oUillbElre at juniors, seniors 8Dd grad ... 

ua.te stUdents. Tbe 81tua.tion 1. entirely difterent trOll that ot .. EJurQp6en 

univer.ity, whioh hu tb dea.l only witb the lut olu. ot student •. The sub-

ject. tMlglat -to tresh.en and Bophomoree are taken up in the Lyoee' ,! and Greul ... 

UQder our oondi tlcme, the men responsible ter tbe oonduot ot ... at.Jlell .. tio. 

department are obliged tr.:> give their prilllA!)' attention to providing instruotion 

for the fre.hmen and sophcmores. This obligation is due not aere]y to the nua-

bel' ot lIeo 'tho bavo to be dea.1 t with but a,1.0 to the intrinei. import&Doe of 

.uoh instruotion. 

Neve thele.s there baa been a greAt develop.ent ot lIatbell&tioa.l re-

868.1*oh ~n this oountry. Twenty or thirty y.ars ago there were very fewaeo 

doing .uoh re.earoh and they wore racei ving very ii ttle consl dera.t1oD troll the 

un! versities. Now thoy are very muoh in de.flnd. A man w1 tb good lI~thella.tioa..l 

,!itts and normAl persona.l qUtLl1 ties ha.s l1ttl e trouble io obt&.lning &8 ~oo{1 .. 

po.itioo aa ie a.v&11able under our l!Iystem. But when he obt&1n81t he haa .. .. 

, teaching 80hedule ot troll nine to fifteen hours a. week as coapusd with three 

hours a. week tor hi8 oolleague in the Coll~ge de Franoe, tor example. lore-
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Dr. A. rlaxner -I- June 10, 192'. 

oyer, le b"0.8 ,treaeaooU81y intere.ted in this teaching J be .ees tile alDltold 

• .,.1n whlob it oould be 1",prcYed, and he p1.,. hi. p&rt 1a the ooultteea 

and other admInlstrati ve d-evice8 tor doing tbeobv1oU8 ,tuk's ot tbe un! vere! t.y. 

Be was proferred to otber .en when appointed, because of '1a 

nientlflo dietinction. But j 'ust because he h ..... sense 0' r-esponslbt 11 t1 

and reacts 1n iii. nOl"ll$] _'" t o hiB onviron.ent, it 18 on11 a. 8111&1 1 fract-1oa 

ot hI. enorgy that go.s into re88&I'ob. 

So we have arr! ved .. t tbo stage , wbere W8 recognl ze abi 11 tr 1n 

80ientific rouarch- u fobui, "-fot" untvetreity 'r.ppointments but not u a 

primtt.ry oocupation tor the appointeos. This stAtement is not striotly true , 

1n Icience. like £1hy81 08' and CholUietry, tor the univecl1t-1ee ' elch have 

grea.t la.bor&tor1 •• u8u.l Ly recogni ze the a.baurd1 ty ot ~&1nta1n!ng .ueh plant. 

without .. respeotable output ot reeearoh. It i8 brilHantly vntrue 1n 

A8tronOJliy. But 1n lIfo.thel1.tiol 1 t 1. true &1ao8t wi tbout fAR exoept.ion. 

The .ar to '!late &lother .tep t'orlUl.rd 18 obvious. Indeed it has 

already besn partially reoognised by the Rook.feller Foundation in estbbl1~

ing a serill. ot "ella_hips in ,'1~riou8 80ienoos whtch &tford apportuittel 

to~ re.ea.roh to men ot promise ~t tbe outsst qf t.heir oareere. What reaa.ins 

to \10 1. to tind a. war ot a.a.ur1ng the oo.ntlpuSlloe ot their researoh to ,aeD 
I 

who 1a,ve aJre&dy proved tbelr ability: Thi. ie already provided tor, to &. 

certlfin exteDt, 1n the laboratories ot the exper1il1ent&l selen08l, but, &8 &1-

roady 1nd10&tod, there is no provi8ion in lDat1aeIllGioe. 'to provide It,there . 

are .. to lout two way_ which would be juat! ned by u.e actuaJ .. ouotot .au.e-

mt.tioa.l talent in the oOWltry. 

The ti ".t of th ese weu 1 d be to fOGQd and endow a. .A~ellat1 0&.1 Io.t1 \'-te. 

'the pllys1oa.l aqulp!Rent of luoh .0 institute wouJd be very s1aple: .. l1br&rJ, a 

f •• offioe. and ~.ct"re roo.e, I:ilId a. s:1I&11 8IIount ot a.p 'arl1tu8, euch U Goaput-

Ing llaohtn... Tbere a1lould &'180 b. prov1eion, on 11 _tal 1 scale, ~or stenog-

rapher. andooaput.rI. But tbe sain lunda ahould be ".ad for the .alar1e. ot 

.en or WOlleD .moee bus1n ••• i, mAthemAtio&) research, Suoh an 10.t.l t.ate, 1. 
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Dr. A. rlezner -4- J'\IDe 10, 102'. .. 

a1 opinion, coul d operate suooesafully 81 thar In conjunotlon Idth & unl 'Yer.it., 

or ... an entirely seplIl'a.te inst1 tution. In e1 ther OM.8e it woul d tr~&t. ."~e

lIatlo&l researoh a.e & protession. There ar~ pl enty of ",en in tbo ooUDtl'1 who 

hAve shown tb(1.t they are cli.pabl e of living ~ to BUob &po81tion. 

The idea. ot suoh ao Institute 1s by no meane a new or UIltrled one . 

• e have sever .. l lnlti tut •• foJ' researoh ill other 101eno88 i8 tal,! count1'1, IillDd 

there u-e 'e'Yeral II athe,'l a" o&J iDat! tutea 1n ~Jurop1" 
/ 

, , 
The leoond plan wlaIoh 1 have in mtnd i. essetltl&11, tb&t tollowed 

by the loy"l Sooiety In the Y&rro'W Re.earoh ProfsSlor.hips. It oonll at. 10 

•• tabUlhing and end,owlng & nUlllber ot re.aoaroh protealorolp" which are 

awarded' to Indi..,1dual1 who hAve shown ill tbeir own environments that their 

i.pulle to r •• el:S.l'ah. i. & vi t .. 1 on8. The appointeel .. ro not .oved to new 

plaoes. 'I'be only, dltterenoe brought about ia that ~hey are freed. froll all 

other obl1gd.tiona and . tbeaee~orth pldd for devoting tbeir energies ·to relearoh. 

1ft our eount.ry it would be advi.~l. tiCtually t.o Hait 1.lle .0\101. 

ot teaching or ot hor routine 1.h .. t a re.earch professor 1 •• Uowed to do. lIe 

shoul d not bEl .. B Oiled to gi.e lIore than two or three leotures & weak. Perhaps, 
\ 

&leo, he sAoUl d not b~ &lJo-wed to iIoOcept .ore than a. 11.*1 t~ Dumber ot reseAroh 

·student."" U th alloh r t:strictione, I think that ..... one of our phllantllro,10 fotmd .... 

·titana ooul a carry l:I. nUliber of reseAroh prot eseore · on i tl ea.} ary 1'01 ' aDd be 

oont1d.nt tbfi.t no b6tter use ooul d be made of 1 te funde. 
-

The aeoond pl -.n hf.8 the advaotage th.t it oo\lld be tried out by graduAl 

.tepa. The lIath9~t1c .. l inatltute has the advantage that it would provide a dat

ini te ml01 aU8 tor lD!l.tlaeaa.tioAl re.ea.roh Uld taster oooperatioD 11'1 .. subject tIlat 

baa been treated in the put in perhaps an unneoee8&~lly Indi vidU&118tio w.,. 
Yours 8ineerel y, 

O.wald Vebl en, 0l&&1 rman , 
DidsioD at Physio61 SOien"l. 
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GEROSA DEPLORES 
CLOSING OF SCHOOL 
Controller Charges 'Waste' 

in Plan for Bronx Unit 
-Move Is Defended 

Father 01 Cybernetics 
Is Honored by M. I. T. 

MAYO) 
IN CI~ 

. tne new CI 

result in , 
or 30 ceni 
popular bl 
28 cents, t Contl'oller Luwrence E. Ge- paying mo 

rosa and the Board of Educa· his "smok 
lion, w ho have been at odds The law 
OH!' the desirability of the pro· was passe 
posed $C100,OOO ,OOO ~chool bond on Apr il 
issue, clashed again yesterday. the Boa; 
T his time the cause was the April 22. 
desiyability of an elementary The anI 
school in the Bronx' increase i 

In an address before the the Mayo 
Kiwanis Club o.f the Northeast by Eric 
Bro'nx, Mr. Gerosa took the for ,the : 
board to. tasl{ for its projected of Ameri 
clOSing of Public School 56 at He sail 
207th Street and HuH Avenue. tax woul. 
The school is forty-four years lose the 
old. The club met at Mayer's sale of ci 
Parkway Restaurant, 613 East He pred: 
233d Street. bought c 

The Cont'roller said the schopl Dr. Norbert Wiener would ta 
was still in "excellent" condi- prices in 
tioJ:\. He said the city had not Jersey a 
finished paying the fifty-year- SP<Clal to The New York Times. nlUnities 
corporate stock by which the CAMBRIDGE, Mass., April impost. 
construction was financed. He 29-Dr. Norbert Wiener, the Beg 
cited that as an example of flj,ther of cybernetics, has 
"waste and extravagance" in been appointed an Institute Soon 
the school construction pt'ogram. Professor at the 'Massachu- the nel 

The original construction ind Lawren 
site acquisition costs, Mr. setts Institute of Technology,. ulation( 
Gerosa said, were $200,000, and He has been a member of the and col 
by t1le tillle the stock matured Mathematics Department City 
it would have cost the taxpay- forty years. Schwa! 
ers $530,000. Dr. Julius A. Stralton, pres- be bus~ 

He asserted that Public ident of M. I. T ., said that the pleting 
School 56 was 76 per cent filled appointment would free Dr. affixin 
and that mothers in the neigh- Wiener from departmental stampo 
borhood objected to having their strictures and allow him to alread: 
children transferred to .Public teach or devote all his time tailers. 
School 8, a new school on the to research. He said that Dr. Mr. 

, soufh side of busy Mosholu Wiener was "undeniably qual- earlier 
ParKway. ified" for the' honor of be- tors i 

"According to mothers in the coming the fourth Institute had bo 
area; they 'tell me the ~chool iSScholal-. stamp 
in execellent condition," he said. Dr, Wiener entered Tufts tax Vi 
"Brand new plumbing was put College at the age of 11. He would 
ill about three years ago and received the degree of Doctor two 
just recently the roof was re- of Philosophy from Harvard heari' 
paired. Univ rSity at 18. Now, at the 

"'Pile mothers now have to 64, he is about to publish his said, 
take their children ten blocks first novel. a ta 
away and have to cross Mosho- The new Institute Professor was 
Iu :,Parkway going south-to is best known 'for his theory . MJ 
fill g up the new school-when of cybernetics, Ii. science con- was 
the'i'new school was built for the cerned' with finding common arra: 
purpose of keeping the mothers principl~s in the function of tion 
in that area from crossing the automatic machines and the taxe 
Parkway going nor'l:h. How human nervous system. prov 
l'idicwous can you get ~· ========:;:;=====. latie 

lit answer to tne Controller, . ' Sl 
a spokesman for the Board of NEW DEW POSTS READY beg" 
Education said: whi' 

"We are considering closing 
Pl.IhH,. C' _ ' 

A f_ •. L ! _ •• 
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58 L+ THE NEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, I\,I A Y 17, 1959. 

l\IrANKIND WARNED ' tute of Philosophy, held in Van- was "liter.al-mi~ded" an. d did /' factory were for an increase in In derbilt Hall, 40 Washington what man told It to do rather production, for , example, the 
Square South, His topic was than what rna!! wa,nted it to dO lvast productivity might also 

OF MACHINE PERIL "The ~rain and the Machine," ~~ld~~~~ ~~. Imagmed he had lbling great unemployment and 
, Prof. Sidney Hook, chairman of In this connection Professor I related problems that could 

______ the Department of PhilosophylWiener cited' Goethe's poem of contribute to man's destruction. 
at the university, pl'esidell... Ithe Magician's Apprentice and In reply to statements by 

Robot 'Brain' Can Destroy Chess-playmg machmes ca~ the Arabian Nights legend of other participants at the meet
be bUIlt With a high order of the fisherman and the geme.., 

Its Creators and Users, self-correction and adaptability, The apprentice learned the mg to the effec~ that there 

P f W' D I Professor Wiener observed. Such words by which the broomstick were Important differences be-
ro. lener ec ares a machine; he said, can store was made to fetch water but tween man's consciousness and 

l
up in its "memory" details of had not learned the words to the machine's "consciousness," 

B MURRAY ILLSON games played in the past with stop it. The genie, released from Professor Wiener said that he l 
Y human opponents to the extent the bottle by the fisherman had . . I 

Man ~lay contribut~ to hislof learning their "favorite a will of its own 'and w~s a was not certam how to defme I 
destructIOn by cl'eatmg ma-,tricks." destructive force. con~clOll:sness, I 
chines he ~annot control, one of He declared thal in some cir- The automatic factory will Llkemn~ o~ the nU.ma.n brain 
the wOI'ld s leadmg mathema- 'cumstances it would not be not work automatically for to a machme m functIomng was 
ticians warned yesterday. easy for a human player to be man's good unless it has been disputed at the afternoon ses-

Prof. N orbeI;L Wiener of the sure whether he was opposing determined in advance what sion. 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- a machine Or a person, that good is and unless the fac- Dr. Wolfgang Kohler, Emeri
, ... Iogy asserted here that the Professor Wiener, who coined tory has been constructed to tus Professor of Psychology at 
notion that machines w.erenec- the word "cybernetics" to covel' contribute to that good Profes- Swarthmore College, cited re
essarily limited in their capa- the field concerned with simi- SOl' Wiener said. ' cent experiments that "destroy 
bilities to the scope intended for larities between the "thinking" He pointed out that if the the theory that the brain oper-
them by theIr human creators of men and machines, asserted only orders to the automatic ates like a machine." . 
might be erroneous. • that what could be done with =========================== 

He suggested that man might a game-playing machine could 
be building into such machines also be done with a computing 
as elr<::tronic computers and machine or an automatic fac
autom'ltic control devices pos- tory. 
sibilities of performance of The machine. rather than its (~ 
whic..h he was una.wa.re. He in- builder, can to some extent be- ~>.o/./ r
dl;:~.ted that these machines come the controller of its per-
CGuid have capacities for orig- formance, Professor Wiener 
inality akin to those possessed said, and this places on man 
by the human brain. new obligations and new re-

Professor Wiener spoke at sponsibilities. 
the New York University Insti- He observed t hat the machine ' ... ~ ............•... ~. ~ .. ••• 
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THE 

SOVIET APOLOGIZES \
TO M.I.T. EDUCATOR' 
A Soviet magazine has pub

lished a public apology to Dr, 
Norbert Wlen~r, a leading 
American mathematician for 
the denunciation of him and his 
work in cybernetics by the 
Soviet press during the Stalin 
era, 

Dr. Wiener Is generally con
sidered to be the founder of l cybernetics, a science concerned I 
with finding common principles 
in the function of automatic 
machines and the human nerv
ous system, He was denounced 
as an "obscurantist" and his 
work was ridiculed in the 
Soviet press earlier in the post
war era, The Soviet magazine 
Ogonyok now attributes this 
attitude to what it recognizes 
as the present backwardness of 
the Soviet Union In the impor
tant field in which Dr. Wiener 
has pioneered, 

Written by a leading Soviet 
essayist, Marietta Shaginyan, 

! Ogonyok article denounces the 
, Soviet philosophers who had at
. tacked Dr. Wiener and says 
that their attitude was "crim
inal." 

She says public ' recognition 
of the error ·about Dr. Wiener 
is necessary to assure that 
these philosqphers do not "re
peat their errors in the future," 

Dr, Wiener has been honored 
in the United States and abroad 

: for his fundamental work in 
: the mathematics of electronic 
'computers and automation, 
I Last Wednesday he was named 
: an Institute Professor at the 

Massachusetts'Institu-te of Tech
nology, where he has ' taught for 
forty years, 
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\1 I v 

THE INS'1'mJ'l'E FOR ADVANOED S'fOm 

Princeton, 1_ J erB.,. 

lIa¥ 10, 1949. 

neRI" Aydelottet 

It 18 awful to have to leay. without seeing you. It' r' bad 
known earlier that you would be . 8f111fq, I .,uld bave ohange~ afT qwn 
arNng_enta. As it happens, I ·shall actual~ hay. a dq l .. a to spend 

. he", as. I have just heard that we aft ember _ boa.rfl on 'lhursdaT 
evening. 

f, • 

. ,' 
.I &Ill all the ml"e Barry, _ I aOO AYe liked 'to have 

,told vou Pl".iyately of 'l1l!f' dieCUS8iol1l 1f1: e ator. tOnt .gQ1iJg 
tor 117 little hOl.1.d.8¥.. ~ suggested to h my co fOI" one telW uch 
year tU,l 65, . ~t .the :pJ;"Uen~.tipe~., t 000. " ank~ told hill 
that I needed 'that to keep tJ, tm, '" pqaenta, whioh 
Ult)unt to , SOII8 I2~OO ,...rlj'. He uld conault the faoultY', -
and OIl returning ~re 'this .eken ormed lIIe that br • 'lI8jQrity 
ot 4 to 2 those , he oonsulted a t m:r being pl'Omised .,re than 
one viait at that rate of :ij a d that thiB might 'be re-
considered if. ,q work • , or words to that etlect. 

, . That . of qQ , ' up, fJlJpeoia1ly' U I bad heard, 
that Earle baa bee S and abroad ,that I waa not wanted 
because I was not ~1n;g. :So 1; had &not her Tery trank talk with 
tbe Director yes hich ,tor tbe .t1rat time I epoke out, and the 
talk 'WAS quite , I e the D1.rec~ol;" mllch JIIOre outapoken 1n h1 • 
.ten ot Earle th , and I .. aid that 'in the ciroumatanoea I 
WQ1ld. have ,to, v,.te q • l.e\hr;' putting my rlnB; therotor~ leaving it 
it to h1a ~o make ' UfJe :or ~t or nqt it ,the .issue should arise again. 

It is 1"88117' lncrediblet-hat lI1' c~alU8' lhould be 80 ~ 
,. a-' to obiJtruQt an , arran$e~nts ... 80 ':, , , a natuN,J and tant .. st~c that 
. they should a .. k to ' jutUy their attitude "with Sloh an arguMnt, wban I 
" &Ii , ~e onlJr Qlle cit ':the tin Who haa done 8n7 work at all, and not without 
, 8/0I'iUI ' Itl,l'cc ..... · ~ ac~e!ld.a $Ddgece1"01 quarters. Jou JUT Ji'ft8Jlbenhat when 1n 
1.946 ~u asked. ali, •• ~~ar l' w~s ready to come back, I gave ,ou u , one ground 
fer ay heaitaUon, apart ' t.rom i;be !'a~t rOu yourself were 18 aving, and that 
I , lm""not what. wuld )\aPJ*l to .the locial .O~C.8 here, that ~le ona 
d.it to tendon had ueed allch .bu1 .... l.a.n.&utLge &bou\l1ef!lU' that I could. 

1 npt Itute sUGh a oantankal"OUS a1Dotlphere,. The man is re lIT ' J>ab19&ioal 
~ rind so_one abould cbeok hill, t or he ' 18 do'ing harJl to tne :r~tut.. And I 
c~'t uM.e~8ta.nct ~w <le<*;'t ~ ,me, s tewan and arran" who -.t knolt of 
h1a antios, de neo.t taU hila to beba~ llke an adult . It 11 :p8J'tq becauae I 
knoW' this lmuld .lead. to trouble 'that, as IIUOb tor Ir. Oppenhe1lMl'" , a laD u 
l'or aine, retrained rrna ill ggesting my coming baCk: on ' a per .. _t bull', 
and the disappe81"llDoe of the aoclal seien" prosr- 'S another reuon, thougb 
1 I well undarstaDdand sympdh1.. wi \11, tM "uona W:hich led ttle D1Joeotor to 
take auoh a .\aP. , 
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p.2. 

klybow, this 1.8 the 8ituation, '981'7 UDBat1.8tactor;r 
tor lie, and I think very unfair to me. I have not pressed the 
Direotor to ohange his mind, as this lIOuld have meant his writing 
the faculty. 

Are you likely to be ooming oval" to F.ngland this fall? 
In any OSS8 , I wish you a nd lira . Aydelotte a very happy s...-r, ' and 
I ' think you ' again for all your encourag_e,n.t and good will, and, both 
of you for you tr1end~ receiptlons. ' ' 

With al,l good wishes, 
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(NOTE FOR DR. OPPENHEIMER) 

There vere t.hree reasons vhy I did net return to Pr1nceten a. seon a,s the 
var vas ever. One vas personal - my vite v s still net well eneugh to. leaYe 
alene when things in England were so. difficult - but ef course that va. 
something which I Should haV'e had to deal with in one way er anether. A 
seoend reason vas prefessienal - many changes and experiments 'Were taking 
place in the political and social fields, and t here ,was muoh to learn troll 
watching them. at close quarters; witheut beceming part. ef any movement, I 
heve been s 'ctive in this both in England and en theCentinent. The third 
reason was the positien at the Institute; the financial side I will mentien 
belew, but the immediate ques tien vas t h t ef werking relatiens. 

Quite a few ef US had difficulties during the firs t regime, but I doubt if 
anyone vas thwart ed in his werk as I t'f, 8. I was the first ap eintment 111 the 
social science greup, at a tUle .. 'hen wa visiting at Harvard and had just 
been offered an attraotive position at Yale; I c me here en a clear under s tand
ing th t I weuld help to. organise the group and carry eut a progr8Dl for it 
enthusiastioally apprcved by Dr. lI'lexner - but the whole thing was t wi.sted 
befer,e it get s tart.ed. There were no wel:'king r elatiens within eur groupJ 
and , what was worse, a en indirect consequence ot top pelicy, personal 
relations al eo were unhealthy.. All this, cne hoped, weul be set right under Dr, 
Aydelette. It was therefere a sheck, when he asked me in 1946 whether I 
was ready to cell.e 'back, to. hear at the SSJIle time that he himself was leaving; 
all the mere, as only a 11ttle earlier during a visit t o London I was much 
distreseed to hear Mr. Farl.e speak in pretty strong language of Rietler and 
say that 81 can't tand the men and wonlt have anything to do with himl- I 
put all this frankly to Dr . Aydelot.te, and we agr eed tha t it would be better 
to wait and see \fho the new director would be and 'What weuld then happen to. 
our parl1cular group; he appreciated tha t after bem through the war, apart. 
from personal inclinations, one could hardly come to wer k in such an atmo, ... 
phsre - especially in the aocial field. 

Perhaps I should add tha t I censulted Dr. Aydelotte alSo. when- I was offered 
the UnlleTer appointment at the end of 194). I only oonsulted t wo other 
friendS - Mr, Leonard Elmhirst, founder with his wife of the Dartington 
TrWit, well knO;& here and in E)lgland as a sponsor ef many 800ial experiments 
(like P. E. P. in Londen an here, s.nd the Natienal Planning AS8ooiat1cn); nd 
Mr. Leonard Woolf (husband ef V1rglnla Woolt), perhaps the ablest end mest 
.cholarly intellectual in the Labor Party en the 1nternatienal side, All 
three were enthusiastic 6.bout this chance to see the working of one of the 
biggest internatienal concerns frell the s i de. It was understood trom the flrst 
that I would haTe nething to. de .. 1. th the business side ef the concern and would 
remain quite tree to carry en roy own 'W'erk and writing - and thie has never in the 
slighte8t. been interfered with; I have only been a consultant, as occasion arose, 
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on their international problema. On t heir side they 'Wanted me to feel that 
.1 knew everything that vas go·ing on, and arranged from the firs t that I IShou14 
be free to a ttend, a a matter ot right, all the meetings of the Board ot 
Directors. The experience he been invaluable, not 18 st because instead ot 
th1nld.ng at random about "big bueine . e" I hhve been brought into close cont ct 
with a group of people who J as regards intelligence and eh r &ctel" and general 
sense ot responsibility, could well be envled by any institution, public or 
private. (The President. Sir Geotfrey Heyworth, apsrt from other publ$.c 
chargeS, 1. Chairman ot the Advisory ColDll1ttee on Scient1!lc Research, which 

.. deals witb all public expenditure tor eclentinc research, and tha.t a ... L$bor 
Government e.ppo1nt.alel1t). . 

Throughout theSe years 1 haTe been active with varioUS .tudy groups and 
privately 1n watching 0 .. vorking em what va going on in my field, and have 
had a P4Tt tn a number ot groups and conferences. I have alao worked with 
quite a number ot advanoed students ",ho came to me or were l'eterred to JIle by 
the Un1versi ti.as. I have n ver written or worked to put through a particular 
policy - but only to study problems and to further a detached a p~aoh toward 
their solution. To that end in the latter part of the war I or~1zed .. 
priTate study group of experts tram central $llcl Eastern Europe to try and 
have its problems exa.m1ned in a. detach d way - and the results, widely used 
at off1c1al conference , "ere published by the famous English non .... polltl~ 
organ!zatlon P. E. P. as a vol.ume on lIEconomtc Reconetruct1on in South-Eastern 
Europe" • Because of the important part whloh relations with America were to 
playa tter the war I I published a volume of four solid (solid in lOOre theo 
one sense, alas') ess ys oalled "Americe.n Interpretations". Apart from. .. 
number of ord1nary articles, I h va publL hed a number of academic essays .... 
such · as "The International Consequence of Economic Plann1ng" (Yale ReTiev) 
as a sequel to one s ome years ago on "The Poli tl.cal Consequences ot Economio 
Planning"), "Human Rights and International _Organ1zat~on" (Dutch .. BelgLan 
Review ot lnt~rnationa.l StOOle ; end also a $im11ar version in the re"Y!ev 
of the Indiq Council for World !tfairs) ; "J'unctional and '~deral International 
Organ1sat1onw (Journal of the Royal Institute of International Atfa1rs); 
"Mental Health and Worl Unity" (paper read at the International Congress 
on Mental Hygtene, London 1948, where I was the only political scientist 
tnvlted to serve on the editorial committee and read a paper, no be1ng 
printed; part from papers for priVat e dis cus,ion. In the meantime t have 
been workin sted11y on m ter181 for volume on International Organ1zation 
(theoretica.l;. not descriptiTe); a.nd in between also on additional IUterial 
for an. enlarged adition for which I am be1ns- asked, ot an e·Bsny publ1she4 
years .&go on -Marx v. the Peasant". The beoklet on If A Working Peace System" 
has, tor something ot its kind, haC. a remarkable c1,rcul tion, w'h t people 
th1nk of these e eays 113 not for me to say, but I can say thnt none of th811 
16 merely critioal or descriptive - but each tries to break Dew ground. And 
ld-latever ODe may think of it, my approach has a.tarted e school of thought., 
and my writings a.re quoted as such 1n books of readings publ1shed since tnt 
war (as in that of Prof ~ Ebenstein" of Pr1nc~ton, or the recent work of 
Prof. Morgenthau, of Chioago). " 

", 
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Fin8.lly, as I said, there was also a finanoial re son. When 1 was 
Visiting professor at Ha.rvard in 1932-3 and wee discussing with Dr. 
nexner my coming here, he asked my vi e about salaries, in general. 
I replied urging him not to offer higher snlaries than those paid by 
the Main univerai ties, not to appear to be "buying" people from else
where - and also, eo that the Institutet s QttI~ction should be the 
chance for quiet fork snd nQt high salaries. 'W'hen he offere me the 
appointment he s id tOut we would all get equal salarie' (mentioning 
Einstein Wid '\ofeill as llkely except.ions because they had lo.st ell their 
posaessions) i e.nd 'hen he urged me to bu11 ' Q hou e ( .. hich I consequently 
a.rranged to do) J he sa.id that he had no funds to incre(l.se my salary but 
that for people like myself Who had to start a new life here, there wee 
no question of having to retire at 65. The first unuertak1ng va~ brok.en 

s soon aa it was made. 'Wi th .Dr. Aydelotte' 5 retlremen tit w -s aleo 6. 

shock to hear that the sec on 190 h d been ruled against by the Trustees. 
Because of my wife'S long lUne.s en the salary scale given me here, I 
have no property or reserve or any kind w~atever; and especially bee use 
when I vent to Unilevar I refuzed to take more than what I was getting 
here (Dr. Aydelotte he.d So copy of the fo:rma1 l etter acknowledging this); 
ma I also insisted in paying my ow expense", though invl ted to charge 
them 'to the concern. So that all these years, though oormected with a 
big business concern, in fnct I have been getting leS8 than my colleagues 
hera (£Iince 1943 I h Va also paid both parts of the supersnus.tion). 
One reason wes obviously that I took it for granted that I vould be 
coming buck here. It was only..,then the nature of relations end of means 
of living here ppeareCl so bad, because of old attitude- &nd new rul1n'7s, 
that I natur 11y hesitated. 

D 
May 10, 1949 
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WE NOMINATE 
The members of the Boards of Education of Prince· 

ton Borough and Township, the administrative of
ficers of the two municipalities' closely allied school 
systems i\nd representatives of Princeton University 
and the Educational Testing Service who are making 
it possible for teachers of mathematics to take a fresh 
look at their vitally important subject. This week
and every Monday afternoon until the end of the 

- school year-nearly 50 mathematics teachers, drawn 
from Hopewell, Montgomery Township and West 
Windsor as well as Borough and Township-are going 
back to class on their own time for sessions which 
are designed to give them added insigllt into the na· 
ture of the subject they are teaching and to show 
how their individual courses dovetail with new con· 
ceptions in mathematics. 

Based upon nearly a year of discussions, the far· 
reaChing orientation program, calling for a total of 
15 classes this spring, is divided into two phases
advanced ("algebra and above" ) and elementary 
(Grades IV through VII). Next fall it will be fol-
10)Ved by a more extensive, year-long "curriculum" 
that will be concerned with course-material (e.g., 
arithmetic , algebra, geometry) in special areas. The 
whole undertaking, as outlined by B. Woodhull Davis, 
59-year-old superintendent of the Borough's Schools, 
is not in any sense a "crash program" but is closely 
related to an "overall new approach to mathematies" 
that probably means in the near future an added 
year of advanced mathematics at the ·high-schoollevel 
for qualified students. 

A pre-Sputnik meeting of the Curriculum Revision 

Committee, originally a Borough-Township venture 
but now involving five municipalities , struck the 
spark for the present organization of the mathematics 
program. Attending as expert advisers to the com· 
mittee , and aptly described by one school authority 
a·s " parent expert reactors," were two able mathe
maticians , Marion G. Epstein , associated with the 
Mathematics Section in ETS Test Development, al1d 
Albert W. Tucker, ChairmaD of Princeton University 's 
Department of -Mathematics. Sensing the possibilities 
here in what has often been termed "The Mathematic!! 
Capital of the Weste~.!!.. .Y{orJd," the two advisers a s. 
sumed responsibility for tapping the kind of human 
resourc.es seldom available to public-school systems. 

When the orientation classes met for the first time 
in late February, the 52-year-old Tucker, the father of I 
three children in the Borough Schools and now Dod · 
Professor of Mathematics in the University, was one 
of the three teachers for the " advanced program." 
Associated with him are two of his university col
leagues , Emil Artin, 60-year-old Henr Burchard Fine 
Professor <if1dathe - wo-o. ose Clare 
gra u ates OC sc ools, and Norman eenrod, 
father of two and internationally known 41-year- d 
~OI~St. The direction of the "elementary phase" 

een assumed by a 40-year-old Ohio-born, and 
Ohio-trained, ba·chelor, She!QQn S. M s, !lead of 
the mathematics section In ETS Test Development. 

For undertaking a cooperative, purely voluntary 
program that may be without parallel in these United 
States; for strengthening the structure of an already 
excellent "school system"; for anticipating the edu
cational needs of present and future; these men and 
women are TOWN TOPICS' nominees for 

MEN AtJO WOMEN OF THE WEEK 

Off·Street PartJng 

IDl1r ~ntl1rr 
1I1unrrnl ifnmr 

40 Vandeventer Ave. 
WAlnut 4-0242 

M~RCH 16 - 22, 1958 

WA 4-21 
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W E NOMINATE 
Kunihlli2.._ Kodairlh.. shy, unassuming 42-year old 

mathematician, who has been singled out for one of 
the highest honors that can be conferred upon a 
Japanese-born scholaT-the Prize of the Japan Academy. 
Indicative of the regard the Japanese have for this 
award, which is reserved for individuals making dis
tinctive contributions to the advancement of mathema
tics and is bestowed at no regular intervals, was the 
method of presentation. In the absence of Kodaira, a 
full-time Princetonian since 1949, it was recently pre
sented in his native Tokyo to his mother, Mrs. Gonichi 
Kodaira, by the Emperor of Japan, Hirohito, "the 124th 
of his line." 

The ceremonies in the Nipponese capital marked 
the .. second time in the past three years that Kodaira's 
achievements in the realm of pure mathe matics have 
been recognized by a reigning sovereign. In 1954, when 
Kodaira and, the brilliant and equally young French 
mathematician, Jean-Pierre Serre, were named co-re
cipients of the J, C. Fields Medal, the equivalent of the 
Nobel Prize in mathematics, they were specially re
ceived in Amsterdam by Queen Juliana of the Nether
lands during the sessions of the International Congress 
of Mathematicians. Three years ago, and again this 
summer, Princeton learned of the tributes paid to 
Kodaira through his associates at the Uni versity and 
the Institute for Advanced Study. 

The son of a distinguished Japanese agriculturist, 
who in post·World WaT II years held a cabinet post in 
the .Japanese government, Kodaira is a product of a 
Westernized educational system, He took his advanced 

degrees at the University of Tokyo in mathematics and 
mathematical physics a'nd served as a member of the 
Tokyo Faculty unbl he i came to the United States in 
1949 at the invitation of tIte Institute. Following two 
years at the Institute and a year as a visiting professor 
at Johns Hopkins University, he joined the University's 
Department of Mathematics in the fall of 1952 and for ( 
the past five years has divided his time on a "half. 
and-half" basis between the University and Institute. 

Kodaira, holding professorial I1"nk in the U'n1Versity 
and a membership at the Institute, is working on the 
faT frontiers of mathematics-in a kind of transcen. 
dental "outer space" that only a few can now hope to 
penetrate. Over the past two decades his researches, 
which have been documented by 40 major articles in 
professional publications, have cemented his . reputation 
as one of the profound and original thinkers of his 
time. In a sense, this adopted Princetonian, an in. 
creasingly influential teacher on the graduate level 
and, like other eminent mathematicians, a gifted musi
cian, can be compaTed to late greats in his field, whose 
impact on the world has only been fully understood 
long years aHer they had initiated their tireless search 
for new knowledge. 

For strengthening Princeton's position as the "Mathe
matics Capital" of the Western World; for demonstrat
ing the effectiveness of the working relationships that 
exist between two sist~r institutions, the University 
and the Institute ; for once again proving that man. 
made boundaries mean nothing in the quest for truth; 
he is TOWN TOPICS' nominee for 

. PRINCET O N/S MAN OF THE WEEK 

MOVING , • II 
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1950 '01 August-September 

MATHEMATICS Academic Activities 

The International Congress of Mathe .mat:1c ians pamphlet. 

Filed in Vertical file under "mit for mathematics. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 

OF MATHEMATICIANS 

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A. 

AUGUST 30 - SEPTEMBER 6, 1950 

. --. 
An International Congress of Mathematicians will be held in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, in 1950 under the auspices of the American Mathematical Society. 
The Society had hoped to be host to a Congress in September, 1940. However, the 
outbreak of World War II made it necessary to postpone the Congress and, con
sequently, there has been no international gathering of mathematicians since 1936. It 
is the sincere hope of the American Mathematical Society that the gathering in 1950 
will be a truly international one, with all countries well represented. 

Former Congresses 

In connection with the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 there 
was held the first International Congress of Mathematicians. Except for omissions 
necessitated by the two World Wars, there have been similar gatherings about 
once every four years; all have been held in Europe except that of 1924 which was 
at Toronto. The most recent Congress was held at Oslo in 1936. 

At the most recent Congresses, the number of countries represented has been 
about 40, the number of participants about 600, and the number of short papers 
presented about 250. 

Time and Place 

The dates of the Congress have been fixed as August 30 - September 6, 1950. 
The American Mathematical Society, the Mathematical Association of America, and 
the Institute of Mathematical Statistics, which usually meet jointly in the summer, 
will omit their suminer meetings in 1950 so that their members may more easily 
participate in the Congress. Harvard University will be the principal host institution. 
Other institutions in metropolitan Boston will also participate by arranging special 
entertainments. Mathematicians so desiring will-be housed at a modest charge in the 
Harvard University dormitories and meals will be served in the University dining 
rooms. There will be accommodations for members of families, special provision 
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being made for the care of children. Those who prefer to live in hotels can be 
comfortably provided for in Cambridge or Boston. 

Organization 

The Organizing Committee has invited more than a score of outstanding 
mathematicians to deliver stated addresses. There will be Conferences in four 
different fields ; these are more fully described below. There will be seven Sections 
for the presentation of short contributed papers and, by invitation of the Section 
Chairmen, there will be a small number of half-hour addresses as part of the 
Section programs. 

In recent years mathematicians have been much impressed by the success of the 
conference method for presenting research in fields in which vigorous advances have 
just been made or are in progress. There will accordingly be a coordinated program 
of formal lectures and informal open discussion, and the stated addresses will be 
integrated as far as possible with the work of the Conferences. The following list of 
topics gives an indication of the nature of each of the Conferences: 

Algebr?- (Chairman, A. A. Albert) : 1, Groups and universal algebra; 2, 

Structure theory of rings and algebras; 3, Arithmetic algebra; 4, Algebraic geometry. 
Analysis (Chairman, Marston Morse): 1, Algebraic tendencies in analysis; 

2, Analysis and geometry in the large; 3, Extremal methods and geometric theory of 
functions of a complex variable. 

Applied Mathematics (Chairman, John von Neumann): 1, Partial differen
tial equations; 2, Statistical mechanics; 3, Random processes in physics and 
communication. 

Topology (Chairman, Hassler Whitney): 1, Homology and homotopy theory; 
2, Fibre bundles and obstructions; 3, Differentiable manifolds; 4, Topological groups. 

The Sections for the presentation of short contributed papers will be as follows: 
I, Algebra and Theory of Numbers; II, Analysis; III, Geometry and Topology; 
IV, Probability and Statistics, Actuarial Science, Economics; V, Mathematical Physics 
and Applied Mathematics; VI, Logic and Philosophy; VII, History and Education. 
Each member of the Congress may present only one contributed paper, the time 
allotted for each paper will be ten minutes and there will be no. presentation by 
title. Abstracts for such papers should not exceed 400 words in length and must 
be submitted on blanks which may be secured from the Secretary of the Congress. 
Abstracts must be in the hands of the Secretary of the Congress not later than 
May 15, 1950. 

The official languages of the Congress are English, French, German, Italian, 
and Russian. 
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Entertainment 

There will be many interesting entertainment features, including a reception, 
a concert in Symphony Hall, and a banquet. There will probably be a number of 
automobile excursions. Members and associate members of the Congress will be 
admitted to all social features of the Congress. 

Membership in the Congress 

Membership in the Congress will be open to all qualified persons, whether they 
are able to be present in person or not. For regular members of the Congress the 
fee is $15.00; these persons will receive the Proceedings of the Congress and be 
entitled to participate in the scientific and social features of the Congress. Members 
of families, accompanying Congress members and not participating in the scientific 
meetings, may become associate members, for whom the fee is $7.50; they will not 
present papers or receive the Proceedings, but will be entitled to many of the other 
privileges of membership. Only members and associate members of the Congress 
will have the privilege of residing in the Harvard dormitories. 

Financial Support 

Besides the support from Harvard University, generous subventions have been 
subscribed for the Congress by Bell Telephone Laboratories, Carnegie Corporation, 
General Electric Company, IQstitute for A.d¥atJ ced Stu~, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, National Research Council, Rockefeller Foundation, Standard Oil 
Development Company, UNESCO and several private donors. 

Information 

Persons who are interested in attending the Congress are requested to fill out 
and return the enclosed card as soon as possible. Only those who return this card 
will receive further communications concerning the Congress. 

Communications should be addressed to: 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF MATHEMATICIANS 

Low Memorial Library 

531 West 116th Street 

New York City 27, U.S.A. 
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COMMITTEES OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CONGRESS OF MATHEMATICIANS 

Organizing Committee: Garrett Birkhoff (chairman), W. T. Martin (vice chairman), A. A. 
Albert, J. L. Doob, G. C. Evans, T. H. Hildebrandt, Einar Hille, J. R. Kline, Solomon 
Lefschetz, Saunders MacLane, Marston Morse, John von Neumann, Oswald Veblen, J. 1. 
Walsh, Hassler Whitney, D. V. Widder, R. L. Wilder. 

Financial Committee: John von Neumann (chairman), W. 1. G. Williams (vice chairman), 
J. 1. Coolidge, B. P. Gill, M. H. Ingraham, A. E. Meder, Jr. 

Editorial Committee: L. M. Graves (chairman), Einar Hille, P. A. Smith, Oscar Zariski. 

Secretariat: J. R. Kline (secretary), R. P. Boas (associate secretary). 

Subcommittees of the Organizing Committee 

Budget Committee: W. T. Martin (chairman), J. R. Kline, A. E. Meder, Jr., G. B. ,Price, 
Oswald Veblen, Oscar Zariski. 

Cooperation Committee: Samuel Eilenberg (chairman), E. F. Beckenbach, Hassler Whitney, 
S. S. Wilks. J. W. T. Youngs. 

Entertainment Committee: 1. H. Loomis (chairman), C. R. Adams, Mrs. L. V. Ahlfors, 
Mrs. G. D. Birkhoff, J. A. Clarkson, Mrs. W. C. Graustein, F. B. Hildebrand, J. R. Kline, 
E. R. Lorch, Mrs. W. T. Martin, E. B. Mode, G. A. O'Donnell, Mrs. H. B. Phillips, 
Helen G. Russell, J. H. Van Vleck, Mrs. J. 1. Walsh, Mrs. D. V. Widder, Mrs. 
Norbert Wiener. 

Program Committee: E. G. Begle (chairman), A. A. Albert, Garrett Birkhoff, R. P. Boas, 
Richard Courant, J. L. Doob, Samuel Eilenberg, G. C. Evans, J. R. Kline, L. H. Loomis, 
Marston Morse, John von Neumann, C. V. Newsom, H. A. Rademacher, Alfred Tarski, 
Hassler Whitney. 

Publicity Committee: R. P. Boas and G. W. Mackey (co-chairmen), A. A. Bennett, J. A. 
Clarkson, C. O. Oakley, R. M. Thrall 

Committee on Transportation Grants: Garrett Birkhoff (chairman), Samuel Eilenberg, J. R. 
Kline, W. T. Martin, J. 1. Walsh. 

Committee on Conference in Algebra: A. A. Albert (chairman), Richard Brauer, Nathan 
Jacobson, Saunders MacLane, Oscar ZariskL 

Committee on Conference in Analysis: Marston Morse (chairman), L. V. Ahlfors, Salomon 
Bochner, G. C. Evans, Einar Hille. 

Committee on Conference in Applied Mathematics: John von Neumann (chairman), Richard 
Courant (vice-chairman), Walter Bartky, R. V. Churchill, G. C. Evans, William Prager, 
Mina Rees. 

Committee on Conference in Topology: Hassler Whitney (chairman), Deane Montgomery, 
N. E. Steenrod. 

Chairmen of Sections: 
Section I Algebra and Theory of Numbers: H. A. Rademacher. 
Section II Analysis: G. C. Evans. 
Section III Geometry and Topology: Samuel Eilenberg. 
Section IV Probability and Statistics, Actuarial Science, Economics: J. L. Doob. 
Section V Mathematical Physics and Applied Mathematics: Richard Courant. 
Section VI Logic and Philosophy: Alfred Tarski. 
Section VII History and Education: C. V. Newsom. 

E. A. WRIGHT COMPANY. ,.HILA. 
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Arti c Ie f rom The New 'l ork Times, Mo n cay , June ) ~, 195 6. 

" 

TEACHERS 'CHIDED 
ON MATHEMATIG. 

THE NEW YORK TIMES! MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1956. 

Study Finds Them Deficient, 
Curriculum Outmoded and ' 

Pupils Hostile or Bored 

By BENJAMIN FINE 
The teaching of mathematics 

is in a deplorable state, accord
ing to a year-long survey span. 
sored by the Carnegie CorpoJ.'l.-
tion. > 

T.l1e survey found that a large 

~
'mber of mathematics teachers 

at" only . did not know how to 
each the subject effectively, but 
Iso were barely able to keep 
head of their students. 
, As a result, it was noJed that 

mathematics'was one of the poor- ' 
~st taught $\lbjects on the e~,
~entary and secondary level! 
tnd that the stude~ts .~o~ 
!pathematiCS as theIr m~t 
I\ated" course. 
I '.' The survey, conducted by the 
Educational Testing Service of 
Princeton, made a first-hand 
study of sixty classrooms in five 
states. Thirty-six of these were 
at the elementary level, and 
twenty-four at the seconda,ry. 

The study was under the dl
te4itton of six educators, headed 
by Prof. Samuel S. Wilks of the 
Princeton University Mathemat
Ics Department. The Carnegie 
porporation gave $21,000 for the 
~roject. ' 

Among the findings were 
these: 

qOf the sixty mathematics 
eachers reached in the StUdfi 

. nly ten were competent; the 
ther fifty were "confused" and' 
"able to teach the suqject. 

«IThe mathematics curriculum 
is , outmoded and must be 
brought up to date if math~
matics is to take its rightful 
,Place in the public schools. :' 

CJMost students are not only 

Continued on pa;:U. C;;_·.i' . 
,_. • _ _ _ ,,"-' .1 , 

TEA'CHERS SCORED unrave.l the teacher's numerical Uence of. th~~e who want fmm.: 
neurosIs. diate actIon. , 

. The "big need" . then becomes 

ON MATHEMATICS 
Not the Entire Solution a. comprehensive study of the 

But, the survey concedes, not whole problem C!f how to i~- i 
all the trouble can be eliminated pro~e the teachmg of mathe- ~ 

t . , t h mabcs. I 

by}e ram.mg eac ers. . . It will take a generatio,', or 
Continued From Page 1 When our observer VISIted two to make a sizable den e' in 

mdlf.ferent, they are. downrIght first hand ,what the books and education, the survey warns. 
. . . sixty classrooms to verify at the problems of mathemati~ai l 

· hostIle to the teachmg of the the experts were saying about But, it maintains, the issue$ 
subject. the deplorable state of mathe- should be examined immediately. 

CJMost of the teachers do not matics teaching," the survey 
like mathematics and teach it says, ."he found ten in whiCh the 

, only under compulsion or under tt~aChmg was reasonably effec- ' 
Ive. 

protest.. . "In the other fifty the instruc- , 
These conclUSIons are partIcu- tion was so confused that learn

larly serious, the survey sug- ing of any kind seemed to be 
gests, because of ttte need for la~gely accidental a.nd unillu- I 
trained engineers, scientists and mmed by" any learnmg theory 

h . . . th t · whatever. 
' tec mClan~ mea O~lllC era., The survey is quick to add 

MathematICs is the pasls of en- that the teachers themselves 
gineering. could not be censured for 'the 

The study notes that most condition's tinder which they 
students "back away" from work. Most of them were stl'ug. 
'mathematics at an early Yl!ar. gling with classes of 35 to 40 
Even superior or gifted students pupils who sometimes spread 
are ~ndifferent. It has the dubi- over two different grade levels 
ous honor of being the least pop- and alJIlost always ranged , wide-

· ular. subject in the curriculum. ly fron the bright but bored t01. 
,The study lays much of the the dull and bewildered. 

'fault at the feet of the teacher. The curriculum is taken to 
A sampling of 211 prospective task, too. The survey notes that 
elementary school teachers it has changed very little during 

· showed that 150 had a. long- the past century. 
standing hatred of arithmetic. "The high school curricuiwn 

The , survey found that half of today shows few, if any, signs 
a random sampling of 370 can- of the important developments 
didates for elementary school that . have taken place in mathe
positions failed to solve a simple matical science since the seven
problem in' fractions. teenth century," the report says. 

"It seems pretty clear. that The results have been dev,as
many elementary school teach- tating. An engineering 'school 
ers have a hard time keeping rep-arts that 72 per cent of its 
even half a jump ahead of their students entering last Septem
pupils," the l'epprt stated. ber were found so inadequate 

The survey continues': "Fu- mathematically that they had to 
ture teachers pass through the take a review of high school 
elementary schools learning to mathematics before they could 
detest mathematics. They drop qualify for the regular freshman 
it in high school as early as pos- course. Similar · complaints are 
sible. They avoid it in teachers frequently heard. 
colleges because it is not re- "Many things will have to be 
quired. They return to the ele- done . and discovered before the 
. entary school to teach a. n,ew general population can acb,leve 
generation to detest it." literacy in mathematics compat'-

Toughening up reqUirements able to its literacy in the mother 
for professional certification tongue," the survey says. 
would be ,only half a solution, The importance of reseal'ch 1~ 
the survey says. stressed. However, the sllrve~ 

The Princeton survey pro- agrees that "the. suggestion thai 
poses the creation of a Remedial the way out of the mathematica 
Mathematics Course for Teach- mess is through educatiomtl re 
ers ,of Mat~ematics, designed to search is likely to try tlte pa 
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\ 

. B.aT loluu 

1 hay. 'h01lckt OV81" this proposal for a ..... a.tlQ,. ' 
coaputi· .. center aa it iUght poslibly etfeot t_ l .. tint_, . 
a114 •• t .ay that l' ...... to •• the holt. 1 .. 41ttlctU1ty wh:l • . 
hail deterred Princetoa Un1verstty would or couse, b. the I .. e 
fot us. . . 

. S~ tar •• a b .. 11d1ng 1s conC$rned, I '~Qk 1 taught 
be , .a.slble to ' ~ild .ometh1ac wh10h would!.a the loq rua 
serve .our owa p,1l~po8e. at:1d .hloh we 1Il1Cht rent to the Go.erD._..-t tor l'~ .ot Ita coat tor .ay a period or t •• years. Whe-
thet O~ f~.tee. would aee th1s or not, I have .0 1dea. . 

r ~ -
\ 

The ,r'atest dltf'1qlllty whioh I •• ~ 1s ·th .• que.stiol1 
or whether "cb .• ,c:enter.,1t establ-1lhe4 here, wou.ld be or 
Icientif10 vailleto you ia the work Wh1Qh you &1'. dol .. , or 
whet.h,er 1 t would Ofl tbe Whole be a d1stractl·oll. I can ••• 
a real pos.1b111t7 that it 'allbt be a h1meranee rather the 

, a belp. 

I .houla .11,". to · .~~ tha t 0 •• 1" w1 tb.. yo. .ne. there 
1a a chanee. 

.trAIU 

ar.. 101m vOQ R eWllw 
laati t.t. tor 4dYanced 8 tudy 
p r1ne.ton, R.I. 

YoU',inoerely, 

. ,-

". 

'i : 
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19.50 10/8 

MATHEMATICS Academic 2aBx Activities 

MCESE" MARSTON Biographical 

A paper" "Mathematics and the Arts,U by Marston Morse, 
read at a conference in honor of the American Poet, Robert Frost 
at Kenyon College, October 8, 1950. 

Filed in Vertical File under "M" for Mathematics. 
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MATHEMATICS AND THE ARTS-)~ 

by 

Marston 110rse 

To talk about art other than in the impersonal sense of history, is to 

talk about the moments when one has been confronted with beauty. Every essay 

on art that lights a hidden niche has its source in the life of the writer. 

You will then perhaps understand uhy I start with the mood of my childhood. 

One hundred miles northeast of Derry, NeH' Hampshire, lie the Belgrade 

Lakes, and out of the last and longest of these lakes flows the Messalonskee. 

I was born in its valley, "north of Boston" in the land of Robert Frost. The 

"Thawing Wind" l-Tas there, the "Snow;" the ilBirches," and the "Wall" that had 

to be mended: I was born on a sprawling farm cut by a pattern of brooks that 

went nowhere -- and then somewhere. A hundred acres of triangles of timothy 

and clover, and bristed quadrilaterals of golden wire grass, good to look at, 

and good riddance. At ten I combed it all with horse and rake, while watching 

the traffic of mice beneath the horse's feet. 

All that Frost has described was there the meanness and generosity 

of men and women. A neighbor's house burned down in a wind, and everyone knew 

who held the grudge. The woman l'Tho must have killed her lover (so everyone 

thought) stood up in prayer meetin~ and testified, and there was no more 

judgment against her than was proper. The autumn winds were the prelude to 

the l~on's strange song. There was time to think in the winter, to like some 

things better than others. 

lilY mother's world 1,ras the world of music, and her world became mine. 

At thirteen I was playing the organ in church and wished the time in summer 

to study and practice. Somewhat reluctantly my father conceded me the mornings. 

He said that the grass was too wet to rake in the morning, and that I could 

walk the three miles from church to farm. And so I learned some of the Bach 

Fugues for the organ, and the moving Sonatas which Mendelssohn had vlri tten 

to honor the memory of Bach. 

Grecian art first became real to me in the shop of an 'old cabinet maker. 

I began to learn from him about cabinet making, and the history of his art. 

*Read at a confer~nce in honor of the American poet Robert Frost at Kenyon 
College October 8, 1950. 

ft*~u.t.~\'f&J_cfO (\~5\) ~,ls,o~-(PI'L 
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Sheraton chairs and tables were scattered about his shop, with their fluted 

colu.TJ1I1s and a.canthus leaves. It came to me, of a sudden, that these were 

f ragments of Grecian temples. 

There was a copy of the Cabinet Maker of Sheraton in a remote library. 

H, sta.rted vTith descriptive geometry and continued with a theory of ornaments. 

C ~~nices were constr ucted with ruler and compass; symmetry and perfection 

reigned throughout. Here was a meeting of mathematics and art, something 

:final and universal, as it seemed to me then. It was very alive, because it 

~;as so new. But it was not mathematics as I know it today, and as it should 

:J 8 knmm; it was matter without the spirit. I made the same mistake that 

C'.::, tists have made since the time of the Greeks, and placed mathematics along

aide of the arts as their handmaiden. It is a humble and honorable position 

C.:1::1 very necessary ; for one must begin l..ri th exactness in all the arts. But 

m2thematics is the sister, as well as the servant of the arts and is touched 

\. lTi th the same madness and genius. This must be knm-m. 

There was a German painter and engraver born in the 15th century with 

the name of Alb:L'echt DUrer who "Tanted mathematics to be more than a handmaiden 

o:f ar t . His dis content on this account 101as unique among artist,s of all time. 

r10re completely than any other artist he formulated the rules of symmetry, 

perspective an~i proportion, and used them in his art. But anyone l"ho thinks 

D ~:.:'er; s spiri i.. is bound by rules is mistaken. There is almost a shock in 

p ?s s i ng from his rugged, first engravings to the radiant classical beauty and 

s}.ender proportions of his Adam and Eve of 1507. 

D~.rer ,·,as a creative mathematician as well as an artist. He wanted his 

geo~~tric theories to measure up to his art. His great engraving Melencolia 1 
:1.3 a psychological self-portrait. The perplexed and thoughtful heroine is the 

f~gur e of geometry~ Everything I have to say today is hidden in this engraving 

0::" ma;y- be derived from it by projection into the future. Let me quote from my 

c. ~ lleague EM..rin Panofsky: 

The engraving Melencolia l, he says, 1I ••• typifies the artist of the 

RCl:ai scance who respects practical skill, but longs all the more fervently 

f or m3.thematical theory -- uho feels 'inspired l by celestial influences and 

ete:rna l ideas, but suffers all the more deeply from his human frailty and in

tell€0tual finiteness • . • DUrer was an artist-geometer, and one lv-ho suffered 

from the v er y limit ations of the discipline he loved. In his younger days, 
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when he prepared the engraving Adam ~ Eve, he had hoped to capture absolute 

beauty by means of a ruler and a compass. Shortly before he composed the 

Melencolia I he was forced to admit: 'But what absolute beauty is, I know not. 

Nobody knows it except God.'" 

In his dependence upon geometry DUrer was inspired by Leonardo but repu

diated by Michael Angelo. ~ater artists follovTed DUrer only half way or not 

at all; it is indeed hard to follow' an inspiration. Leonardo himself had . 

little of DUrer's divine discontent. 

Back of Dtirer and Leonardo in the distant past stands the Roman architect 

and geometer Vitruvius. The Hesopotamian artists also looked on geometry 

as an aid to art and this was 10Tell known to the prophet Isaiah. Chapter 44 
of Isaiah is written against idolatry; it is also an essay on aesthetics. 

The thirteenth verse reads: "The carpenter stretcheth out hi.s rule; he 

marketh it out lATith a line; he fitteth it vlith planes, and he marketh it out 

vrith the compass, and maketh it after the figure of a man, accordinf" to the 

beauty of a man; that it may remain in the house." 

Isaiah would minimize geometry in the arts, Dtirer would maximize it. 

Neither Isaiah nor DUrer was content. 

Let us turn to the relation betlVeen mathematics and music. The evolution 

of the scales from the archaic sequences of tones of Euripedes to the whole 

tone scale of Debussy shows that mathematics and music have much in common. 

And there is also the arithmetical basis for harmony. It is not too difficult 

to compose in the technical scheme of Debussy and thereby to get some of his 

naturalistic effects, but no one can explain the profound difference between 
; , '" 

the opera, Peleas et Melisande, on the one hand, and Tristan and Isolde, on 

the other, by reference to whole tone scales or any other part of musical theory. 

Geometric form imposed on music can have a null effect. As an example, 

I shall compare the First Prelude of Bach as found in the Well-Tempered Clavi

chord, with the First Prelude of Chopin. The First Prelude of Bach is without 

melody, and consists of repeating ascending arpeggios vlith similar form and 

~ length. It is intended that the effect shall be harp-like. The musical text 

as a whole exhibits a desifn that appears in no one of the other forty-eight 

preludes. Looked at geometrically, the First Prelude of Chopin has a very 

similar geometric deSign, and if the Chopin prelude is played an octave higher 
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than written, with perfect evenness of 

similarity of the t wo preludes is most 

prelude is played l<1i th the colour and 

similarity to the Bach disappears. 

4 

tone and tempo, the actual musical 

striking. If, however, the Chopin 

pulsating rhythm which it demands all 

Most convincing to me of the spiritual relations between mathematics and 

music, is my own very personal experience. Composing a little in an amateurish 

w~ I get exactly the same elevation from a prelude that has come to me at t h e 

piano, as I do from a new idea that has come to me in mathematics. 

1tr thesis is prepared. It is t hat, the basic affinity bet'\\reen mathematics 

and the arts is psychological ~ spiritual and not metrical ~ geometrical. 

The firs t essential bond betl.J'een mathematics and the arts is found in 

the fact that discovery in mathematics is not a matt,er of logic. It is rather 

the result of mysterious pOl~ers which no one understands, and in which the 

unconscious recognition of beauty must play an i mportant part. Out of an 

infinity of desi~ns a mathematician choos es one pattern f or beauty 's sake, and 

pulls it down to earth, no one knows hOl~ . Afterwards the logic of words and 

of forms sets the pattern right. Only t hen can one tell someone else. The 

first pattern remains in the shadows of the mind. 

All this is like Robert Frost's "Figure a poem makes." The poet writes 

"I tell how t here may be a better wildness of logiC, than of inconsequence. 

\ But the logic is backward, in retrospect after the act. It must be more felt, 

than seen ahead like prophecy ." Or again, "For me the initial delight is in 

\ the surprise of remembering something I didn't know I knew. I am in a place, 

j in a situation, as if I had materialized from cloud, or risen out of the ground." 

Compare this with the account of hml the French mathematician Henri 

Poincare came to make one of his greatest discoveries. While on a geologic 

excursion a mathematical idea came to him. As he says it came "l"ithout anything 

in my former thoughts seeminr to have paved t he i,!ay ." He did not then have the 

time to follow up this idea. On returninr- from his geolopic excursion he sought 

to verify the idea. He had no immediate success, and turned to certain other 

questions which interf' sted hi m, and vlhich seemed at t he time to have no con

nection with the i dea which he ,-.ris hed to verify. Here again he was unsuccess-

\) ful. Disgusted l.vith his failure he spent a "few days at the seaside and thought 

of something else. One morning while l<Talking on the bluff the final solution 

came to him with the same characteristics of brevity and suddenness as he had 
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experienced on sensing the initial idea, and quite remarkably he had a sense of 

complete certainty. He had made his great discovery. 

An account of Gauss is similar. He tells how he came to establish a 

theorem which had baffled him for two years. Gauss 'h'l'ites: "Finally, t't-lO days 

.. ago, I succeeded, not on account of my nainful efforts, but by the grace of 

"J God. Like a sudden flash of lightning, the riddle happened to be solved. I 

myself cannot say, vlhat was the conductinp, thread, l,rhich connected 1-That I 

previously knew, with .That made my success possible." 

These words of Frost, Poincare and Gauss S h 01'1 hOt-J much artists are in 

agreement as to the ~sychology of creation. 

A second affinity behreen mat1:lematicians and other artists lies in a 

psychological necessity under which both labor. Artists are distinf,uished 

from their fellows who are not artists by their overriding instinct of self

preservation as creators of art. This is not an economic urge as everyone Imows 

who has a variety of artist friends. I shall illustrate this by the case of 

Johann Sebastian Bach and his son Philipp Emanuel. 

Johann Sebastian I s lfork culminates and closes a religious and musical 

epoch. It is inconceivable that Philipp Emanuel could have continued as a 

composer in the same sense as his father and have lived as an artist. He did 

in fact reject his father's musical canons. There is considerable evidence 

that his environment called for a nelf musical spirit. History justifies 

Philipp Emanuel; Hozart said of him, "He is the father, lfe are the children;" 

Haydn lias inspired by him and Beethoven admired him. With all this to his 

credit posterity can perhaps forgive him for calling his father an old lvig. 

Quite analogous to the s on IS turninp: aWa;)T from his father is the story 

of the relation of mathematician Henri Poincare to his younger colleap:ue, 

Lebesgue. Poincare had used the ma+'erials of the 19th centur y mathematics to 

revolutionize much of mathematics. He had ~one so far in mathematics that it 

is doubtful whether his youn" er colleap:l1es in France could go on in t he same 

sense without introducing essen+,ially new techniques. This was in fact what 

several of them did. One of the nell fields vTaS what is called "set theory," 

and one of the innovators Lebesgue. 

Poincare criticized the members of the new school ra+'her severely. It 

is on record that at a Congress in Rome he made this prediction. "Later 
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generations 1-Till regard set theory as a malady from Hhich one has recovered." 

(One may remark parenthetically that the history of art records many maladies 

from which art has recovered. ) 

The response of Lebes gue to Poincare 1'Jas given on his elevation to 

a Professorship at the Coller e de France. An older eminent colleague had 

praised the school of Lebesgue. Lebesgue made public reference to the 

"precious encouragement ,.,hich had largely compensated for the reproaches" 

which his school had had to suffer. 

I regard the reactions of both Poincare and Lebes gue as dictated by 

'~ instincts of self-pr~ervation, t ypical of the artist. Such self-preservation 
,,", 

l'JaS clearly to the advantage of mathematics as well. I am also one of the few 

mathematicians who think that Poincare as well as Lebesgue was right, in that 

mathematics will return more completely to the great ideas of Poincare with 
.l 

full appreciation of the innovations of Lebesgue, but with a truer understanding 

of the relation of mathematical technique to mathematical art. 

Before coming to the third type of evidence of the affinity of mathe

matics with the rest of the arts it might be well to ask what is it that a 

\~ mathematician wants as an artist. I believe that he wishes merely to understand 

~ a~d to create. He wishes to understand, simply, if possible, -- but in any case 

to understand; and to create, beautifully, if possible, -- but in any case to 

create. The urge to undersi:.and is the urge to embrace the 1-10rld as a unit, to 

"'l be a man of integrity in the latin meaning of the word. A Vlorld which values '::: 
;;; 

great works of art, music, poetry, or mathematics, can only approve and honor 

the ur pe to create of any man capable of such activities. 

The third tyue of evidence of the affinity of mathematics with the arts 

is found in the comDarative history of the arts. The history of the art s is the 

history of recurring cycles and sharp antitheses. These antitheses set pure 

'~ art against mixed art, restraint against lack of restraint, the transient 

against the permanent, the abstract a?ainst the non-abstract. These anti

theses are found in all of the arts, including mathematics. 

In particular the antithesis of pure art and mixed art is very much in 

eyidence in the relations between poetry and music. There have been those who 

~ished to keep poetry and music separate at all times. Plato took sides when 

he said, "Poetry is the Lord of the Lyre," and music had to fi ght a long battle 

to~obtain complete autonomy. 
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Quite analogously in mathematics there are those ",T110 would like to keep ) 

algebra and geometry apart, or iv-ould like to subordinate one to the other. 

The battle became acute when the discovery of analyt,ic geometry by Descartes 

made it finally possible to re~resent all geometry by algebra. The battle 

between algebra and geometry has been wared from antiCluity to the present day. 

Grecian art was of course restrained and a departure from restraint has 

always broup,ht a reaction. Berlioz gave an example of extreme lack of restraint. 

To get the maximum effect of Doomsday trumpets in The Last Day of the World 

Berlioz devised four full-fledged brass bands to play high in the four corners 

of St. Peters. One American composer even \-ranted to fire cannon on the beat. 

Mathematicians too, are often unrestrained. In this direction are the 

grandiose cosmologies with more generality than reality" These fantasies are 

sometimes based neither on nature or logic. Mathematicians of todajT are perhaps 

too exuberant in their desire to build new logical foundations for everything. 

Forev'31' the foundation and never the cathedraL Logic is now so vJ'e11 understood 

that the laying of foundations is not very difficult. The thing has gone so 

far that one of my Polish colleagues recently suggested that the right to lay 

foundations should be rationed, or put on the basis of the right to build one 

~ foundation for every genuine classical effort. 

The antithesis bet"VJeen logic and intuition manifested itself in the days 

of the Greeks . "Pythagoras had a mystical preference for llhole numbers. The 

irrational numbers were not understood by the Greeks and hence avoided as 

' much as possihle. Bistory has made a full turn and the nineteenth century 

saw the meteoric rise of a more sonhisticated Pythagoras by the name of 

Kronecker . Kronecker laid dovm the rule "all results of mathematic al analysis 

n:tust ultimately be expressible in properties of i1?-tegers." 

This proclamation cut deeply into the life and work of Kronecker's col-

league Ueierstrass. Here are a few lines from vJeierstrass' s reproach. 

"But the vlOrst of it is that Kronecker uses 
his authority to proclaim, that all those who 
up to nrnv have labored to establish the theory 
of functions, are sinners before the Lord -
truly it is sad, and it fills me with a bitter 
grief, to see a man, ",Those glory is ivithout 
flavJ, let hims elf be driven by the well- justi
fied feeling of his own worth, to utterances 
whose injurious effect upon others he seems 
not to perceive." 
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The human documents which I have put before you are not concerned with 

processes 1-1hich a machine can duplicate. One cannot decide betl-leen Kronecker 

and 1rIeierstrass by a calculation. Were that the case many of us 1-lOuld turn 

to another and truer art. As DUrer knel'l]' full 1-1e11 there is a center and 

final substance in mathematics whose perfect beauty is rational, but rational 

(
"in retrospect. II The discovery lrJhich comes before, those rare moments which 

J elevate man, and the searchings of the heart which come after ~re not rational. 

They are gropings filled with wonder and sometimes sorrow. ~,~~t~s ; 
Often, as I listen to students as they discuss art and SCience, I am 

startled to see that the "science" they speak of and the world of science in 

which I live are different things. The science that they speak of is the 

science of cold neHsprint, the crater-marked logical core, the page that 

~ dares not be wrong, the monstrosity of machines, erotesque deifications of 

men ,-Iho have dropped God, the small pieces of temples whose plans have been 

lost and are not desired, bids for pOHer by the bribe of power secretly held 

and not understood. It is science lrJithout its penumbra or its radiance, science 

after birth, ldthout intimations of immortality. 

The creative scientist lives in "the wildness of logic" I'There reason 

is the handmaiden and not the master. I shun all monQments that are coldly 

legible. I prefer the vlorld 1-!here t he ima p' es turn t lteir faces in every 

direction, like the masques of Picasso. It is the hotIT before the break of 

day when science turns in the womb, and, l~aiting , I am sorry that there is 

between us no sign and no language except by mirrors of necessity. I am grate

ful for the poets who suspect the hlilir,ht zone. 

The more I study the interrelations of the arts the more I am convinced 

that every man is in part an artist. Certainly as an artist he shapes his 

own life, and moves and touches other lives. I believe that it is only as an 

artist that man knolls reality. Reality is what he loves, and if his love is 

~ lost it is his sorrow. 
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REPORT ON SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

by 

Marston Morse and John von Neumann 

The great difficulties of describing adequately the work of the 

mathematical group are obvious. Apart from being a highly technical and 

finely differentiated science, mathematics is among other things a language 

differing no little in its words, considerably in its grammar, and absolute-

ly in its syntax, from any other language used by men . And from its very 

nature in fact this is the main reason why mathematical language was in-

~_~d its contents cannot be translated into any other language . It 

is only fair to expect that any attempt to describe the contents of mathe-

mati cal research cannot convey essentially more of the essence of the sub-

ject than would an attempt to describe the "contentsll of a Chinese poem. 

The only thing one may reasonably try to describe is the general 

tendency and purpose of such research, and the spirit, the atmosphere, in 

which it is undertaken . 
\ 

One must reali ze , above all , that there is a very particular double 

character which pervades all ~thematical work . It is perfectly true that 

mathematics has practical applications . These are sometimes very indirect 

for example, applications to mathematical physics , which in t urn are justified 
by applications to experimental physics, which in turn are justified 
by applications to engineering, etc . -- but they are applications nevertheless . 

It is even true that much, if not most, of the best mathematical inspiration 

has been directly or indirectly derived from '!applied" problems. Neverthe-

.less most mathematical research is usually undertaken without any regard to 
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such applications, and it is strongly to be suspected that its quality could 

only suffer if the mathematician kept the applications constantly in mind . 

As matters stand, they sometimes never enter his mind, and it is by no means 

established that this is always a loss. It is very difficult to do justice, 

in any finite number of words , to this situation and to all its nuances, but 

it is necessary to keep it in mind when visualizing the nature of mathematical 

research . 

Thus when dealing with mathematics it is probably more useful to 

judge it by the same standards by which a creative ~ is judged,- that is, by 

esthetic standards . The esthetic angle may escape the layman who does not 

speak the "foreign language" in which the intellectual effort goes on . It 

may also seem strangely disconnected with the application which may ultimately 

be made of mathematical results . But it is there nevertheless, and ignoring it 

would lead to a complete misunderstanding of mathematics . 

The above indications give probably a less complete picture than some 

lines written by Dr . Abraham Flexner in "I Remember", which were intended to 

convey an idea of the purpose and nature of the Institute for Advanced Study, 

but their validity applies to the study of mathematics . Dr., Flexner writes 

as follows: 

liThe Institute for Advanced Study was intended, by reason of its 
constitution and conception, to be mainly a research institute . From 
an unknown source I quote the following: 

The deepest joy in life is to be creative. To find an unde
veloped situation, to see the possibilities, to identify yourself with 
something worth while doing, put yourself into it, and stand for it -
that is a satisfaction in comparison with which superficial pleasures 
are trivial." 

Referring to teaching: 

"Persons who require to be drilled or taught hard do not belong within 

2 
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the Institute for Advanced Study . The level of the teaching and its 
form mark it off sharpl y f r om college teaching, from most university 
teaching, from t echnologi cal or professional teaching . This granted, 
the professor himself benefits, if for an hour or two weekly, in addi
tion to his own research and the s ' pervision of a few investigations, 
he discusses a larger theme with a small, thoroughly competent , body_ 
He is thus assisted in preserving his own perspective, and he has a 
stimulus to wide reading and broader contacts . " 

With reference to s cholars in the Institute : 

"These men presumably know their own minds; they have their own in
dividual ways; the men who have, thr oughout human history, meant most 
to themselves and to human progress have usually followed their own 
inner light; no organizer, no administrator, no institution can do 
more than furnish conditions favorable to the restless prowling of an 
enlightened and informed human spirit, seeking its intellectual and 
spiritual preye Standardization, organization, making trifles seem 
important, do not aid: they are simply irksome and wasteful . " 

The members of the School of Mathematics believe in these prin-

ciples so clearly stated by Dr . Flexner, and as far as they are able have 

endeavored to embody them in their research and in their contacts w:ith fel-

low scholars . We are concerned with the foundations of mathematics and 

mathemati cal physics , with the discovery and development of those principles 

of mathematics which will give deeper harmony to mathematics as an art, and 

greater power as a science . It is true that some of us are concerned at 

the moment with important applications of mathematics to ballistics, avia-

tion, and other aspects of engineering. We regard these activities as tem-

porary, - although inevitable and necessary as the need to live .. The long-

term conception of our true functions would relegate these di versions to a 

secondary place. The order in the world which we desire and the peace which 

we seek, will make technological studies the servant and not the master of our 

~ lives . , The path to knowledge for its own sake will still be open, the cre-

ative artist or scientist will still be free, and objective truth will still 

be revered. 
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The limitation of the value of any specific statement of. the contents 

of mathematical research should be clear from what was said above . It may 

nevertheless be useful to append descriptions of the work of the permanent 

members of the Institute as they see it: 
---r-

James W. Alexander 

For the last years Alexander has been working on a presentation of 

topology from an algebraic-combinatorial point of view. The entire develop-

ment of topology in the last decade seems to indicate that an important task 

of generalization and unification can and must be performed in this direction. 

Work is progressing and it is hoped that eventually a <l!,ombinatory analogue 

vdll be developed to tensor theory, which will be applicable to an arbltrary 

topological space . Certain recent developments in connectivity theory seem 

to indicate that the desired theory is just around the corner . 

Albert Einstein 

Einstein has for the last fifteen years worked on a unification of 

the theories of relativity and gravitation. This is to be achieved in the 

form of a general fi eld theory as much as possible in the spirit of the exist-

ing general theory of relativity. It is hoped to reach thereby a n~f under-

standing of various phenomena which so far could be described only on an en-

tirely different basis,- in the first place, of the quantum phenomena and of 

the electric nature of elementary particles. Many geometrical and field-

theoretical avenues had to be explored, and while the work is not completed 

the results obtained so far indicate interesting possibilities . In the last 

years the collaboration of his assistants, Drs . Bergmann and Bargmann, has 

proved valuable. 
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mittees dealing with questions of technical aid to the Army or Navy, with 

secondary school education in its bearing on national defense, with the 

proper use of draftees possessing scientific qualif ications . A recently 

added subcommittee wil1 .investigate the supply of and demand for applied 

* mathematicians and teachers in relation to t he national defense . 

John von Neumann 

In the last years von lJeumann's interest in mathematics proper has 

been mainly in the theory of functional operators and the theory of integra-

tion in groups . The former subject is closely connected with quantum mechan-

ics, i . e . the form of atomic physics developed since 1926. But i t also has 

bearing on various disciplines in pure mathematics , in particular on group 

theory, algebra, and the theory of higher spaces. He has also worked on 

the logical and philosophical implications of the indeterministic point of 

view necessitated by modern quantum physics . Partly in collaboration with 

Garrett Birkhoff of Harvard, a system of logic based purely on probability 

and modifying some of the traditional postulates of logic has been developed . 

It is hoped that this system will be found to do fuller justice to the e~ 

pirica1 situation which the new atomic theory has disclosed. In the course 

of the last year he has also taken up again and continued earlier work on 

various questions in nathematica1 economics , in particular in connection vdth 

the mathematical theory of production and of the lIo1igopolyll which is closely 

connected with the theory of games . 

Professors Lefschetz, Bohnenblust and von Neumann form the editorial 

board of the Annals of Mathematics. Von Neumann is also co-editor of two in-

ternational journals . Outside of purely mathematical research, he i s engaged 

-II- For further details see "Mathematics in the defense program", The Mathematics 
Teacher, May 1941. A copy is appended. 

6 
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in some projects of national defense : chief consultant on ballistics of the 

War Preparedness Committee of the American Mathematical Society and the Math-

ematical Association of America, member of the Scientific Advisory Board of the 

Ballistic Research Laboratory at Aberdeen Proving Ground, and consultant to one 

of the sections of the National Defense Research Committee now part of the 

Office of Scientific Research and Development. 

In his scientific work von Neumann has been closely collaborating 

with Professors Francis J . Murray of Columbia and Garrett Birkhoff of Harvard, 

and at Princeton with Drs . Ambrose and Halmos and Professor Kakutani of Osaka. 

He has been joined in his defense research work by Professor William W. Flexner 

of Cornell, who is in Princeton for this summer . 

Oswald Veblen 

Veblen has been working for several years on a book which will 

probably be called "Spinors in Projective Geometryll, in which an attempt 

_viII be made to do justice to the various branches of algebra and geometry as 

well as theoretical physics, which combine to form this particular body of 

doctrine . He is collaborating with Dr . Givens and Professor Taub, who were 

/ his assistants at the time the work started . Professor Taub returned to the 
, ! 1t 

( Institute for this year from the University of Washington at Seattle, where 

7 

he has a ermanent position, in order to make this collaboration more effective 

by personal contact. For the same purpose, both Taub and Givens (until now 

at Cornell University, but going to Northwestern) are working with Veblen 

this smmner, and there is good reason to expect that the book will be actually 

finished by fall . Several other men, as van stockum (now at Baltimore) and 

deWet (now at Cape Town) have worked with Veblen's group on this subject, and 

particularly on its applications to theoretical physics. In accordance with 

~ ~ ~ -: Mv~" YcL\~ lV~' '( 
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the general policy of the Institute, all of these men are mature scientists 

rather than beginners. They came from widely separated parts of the worl d . 

Presumably this bringing together of such men to work on a common program 

for a while and then depart to their several stations with renewed enthusiasm, 

\ is about as much as the Institute can profitably attempt to do in mathematics. 

During the last two years Veblen has devoted a good deal of ef-

fort of one sort or another to t he f01.IDding of the "Mathematical Reviewstt . 

This must of course be considered as completely extra curricular . It is 

particularly fortmate that it was possible to locate this journal (which, 

\ like all journals, is an auxiliary to scientific work and not 

\with scientific work itself) at another place than Princetone 

Hermann Weyl 

to be confused 

Although Weyl cannot and should not be pinned down as an algebraist 

only, his major interest in the last years has been in that field, and he has 

made it a particular subject of his endeavor to see that the t wo important 

disciplines of algebra and group theory are adequately represented in the 

School of Mathematics. He has also attempted to break the ground for number 

theory, a branch of mathematics which does not seem to have met so far with 

as much interest in this country as it deserves. A book on liThe Classical 

Groups, Their Invariants and Representationsll, the first in the IIPrinceton 

Mathematical Series ll , for Which he enjoyed the close cooperation of such 

gifted assistants as Richard Brauer and Alfred H. Clifford, and the ~ning 

volume of the "Annals of Mathematics Studies", on "Algebraic Theory of Num-

bers", are fruits of his endeavors in t his direction . During the present 

year the theory of reduction under arithmetical equivalence has received much 

8 
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attention because Siegel has just arrived at a wealth of new profound results 

concerning these problems, Gordon Pall (who came to the Institute as a Guggen-

heim Fellow) is writing a book on the subject, and some of Weyl's own latest 

research has been in this field. 

Weyl considers an impor tant part of his mathematical activities to 

be a seminar on current literature, which thie year he continued jointly with 

Professor Chevalley of Princeton Universitye The idea is to have the members 

of the seminar report on recent papers of outstanding interest, and thus to 

counteract the dangerous tendency toward a too- narrow specialization, by cover-

'\ ing in the same seminar all fields of mathematics. Next term Weyl hopes to 

be able to do something in the direction of applied mathematics, particularly 

in hydro- and aero-dynamics . 

The building up of our new mathematical library has required much 

of Weyl s attention during the last year . He believes we can be justly 

proud of what has so far been accomplished under difficult circumst ances . 

The credit for it should go to Weyl1s present assistant, Alfred Brauer, who 

is an expert librarian in the field of mathematics and has given as much of , 

\ 

~ his time and energy to this job as he could give without iIDduly neglecting his 

\, own research work. 

For years Weyl has been busy 'with helping European mathematical 

refugees, either directly, or through correspondence with the Friends Ser-

vice Committee and other interested scientistBand committees . During the 

last months he has given considerable time to his job as co-editor of the 

American Journal of Mathematics . 

The picture of work 

• " ",1\' 
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Vralter Mayer 

While still in Vienna Mayer did significant work in topology with 

particular reference to its group-theoretic aspects. He has continued his 

9a 

work in this field while at the Institute . myer has he greatest interest in 

simplifying the foundations of various branches of mathematics. Because of 

this interest he has given expository courses in topology, differential geometry, 

and the calculus of variations . Through such courses he sometimes reaches 

students who would not be reached by more ambitious courses. Professor Alan 

D. Campbell of Syracuse is an example of a worker at the Institute who has 

been stimulated by Mayer and has collaborated with him. His interests have 

been reflected L~ a number of papers in t e last ears e 

The picture of work going on in the Institute would be utterly in-
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complete if the work of the temporary members were not referred to. It will 

not be attempted, however, to give here a detailed elaboration like the above . 

This omission should, of course, not be taken at all as a judgment of value or 

importance . I t i~ merely t~at such a compi lation would be technically dif

ficult, and the main tendencies represented in the Institute are probably in-

dicated essentially by the above. It should be said, however, that among the 

temporary members of the Institute are absolute leaders in their fields, whose 

recent work has been of exceptional importance: . 

Kurt G6del 

He established a decade ago the impossibility of certain proofs in 

logic and for the first time in the history of mathematics -- the impossi

bility of deciding certain problems in arithmetic and analysis . In the last 

years he found the (negative) solution of the famous "continuum problem" which 

had resisted all efforts for over forty years. 

Carl L. Siegel 

He had previously done outstanding work in the analytic theory of 

numbers and the theory of quadratic forms, "Which he has continued and extend

ed during his stay at the Institute . Recently he has also made important 

contributions to celestial mechanics . 

Some statistics concerning the temporary members who participated in 

the work of the School of Mathematics are appended. 
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REPORT ON SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

by 

Marston Morse and John von Neumann 

The grea t difficulties of describing adequately the 

work of t he mathema tica l group a re obvious. Apart from being 

a h i ghly technic~l and f inely differentiated science, mathe

matics is among othe r t hings a l anguage differing no little in 

its wor ds , considerably in it s gr ammar, and absolutely in its 

s yntax , from any other l anguage used by men. And from its very 

na ture - in f act this is the main reas on why mathemat ica l l anguage 

·wa s invented - its contents cannot be translated into any other 

l anguage. It is only fair to expect tha t any a tt empt to describe 

the contents of mathematical research cannot convey ess entially 

more of the essence of the subject than would an attempt to 

describe the "contents" of a Chinese poem. 

The only thing one may reasonably try to describe is the 

genera l tendency and pur pose of such researcll, and the spirit, 

the atmosphere, in which it is undertaken. 

One mus t r ealize, above all, that there is a very particu

l ar double cha r acter which pervades all mathema tica l work. It 

is perfectly true tha t mathematic s has practical applica tions. 

The s e a re s ome times very ind irect - for example, applica tions to 

mathematical physics, which in turn a re justified by applications 

to experimenta l physics, which in turn are justified by applica

tions to eng ineering, etc. - but they are applica tions nevertheless. 

It is even true that much, if not most , of the best ma thematical 
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inspira tion ha s be en directly or indirectly derived from " applied" 

problems. Nevertheles s most mathematica l research isusually 

undertaken without any rega rd to such applications, and it is 

strongly to be suspected that its quality could only suffer if 

the mathematician kept the applica tions const ntly in mind. As 

matters stand, they sometimes never enter his mind , and it is 

by no means established that this is always a los s . It is very 

diff icult to do justice, in any finite number of words, to this 

situation and to all its nuances, but it is necessary to keep 

it in mind when visualizing the nature of mathematical research. 

Thus when dealing with ma thema tics it is proba bly more 

useful to judge it by the same s t andar d s by which a creative 

a rt i s jud ged , - that i s , by esthetic s t andards. The esthetic 

angle may esca pe the l ayman who does not speak the I1foreign 

l anguage" in which the intellectual effort goes on. It may 

also seem strangely disconnected with the application which may 

ulti~ly be made of mathema tica l results. But it is there 

nevertheless, and ignoring it would lead to a complete misunder

standing of ma thematics. 

The above indications give probably a less complete picture 

than some line s written by Dr. Abraham Flexner in "I Remember," 

which were intended to convey an idea of t he purpose and nature 

of the Institute for Advanced Study, but their va lidity applies 

to t he study of mathematics. Dr. Flexner writes as follows: 

"The Ins titute for Adv''..nced Study wa s intended, by 
rea son of its constitution and conception, to be ma inly 
a research institute. From an unknown source I quote 
the following: 
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'The deepes t joy in life i s to be creat i ve . To 
find an undeveloped situation, to see the possibilitie s , 
to identify yours elf with something worth while doing, 
put yourself into i t , and stand for it - that is a 
s atisf ction in comparison with which superficia l 
pleasures are trivial.'" 

Referring to teaching: 

f!Persons who requ ire to be drilled or t aught hard 
do not belong within the Institute for Advanced Study. 
The l evel of the tea ching and its form mark it off 
sharply from college teaching, from most university 
teaching, from technolo gica l or professional teaching. 
This gr a nted , t he professor himself benefit s , if f or 
an hour or t wo weekly, in addition to h is 01~ resea rch 
and the supervi s ion of a few invest iga tions, he dis
cus ses a l arger theme with a small, thoroughly competent, 
body . He i s thus a s si s ted in preserving his own perspec
tive, and he has a stimulus to wide reading and broader 
conta cts." 

With reference to s cholars in the Ins titute: 

"These men presumably know their own minds ; they have 
their own individua l ways; the men who have, throughout 
human history, meant most to themselves and to human 
progress have u su a lly followed their own inner light; 
no organiz er, no administra tor , no institution can do 
more than furnish conditions f avorable to the restless 
prowling of an enlightened and informed human spirit , 
seeking its intellectua l and spiritua l prey. Standardi
zation, org 'l nization, mallting trifles s eem i mportant, do 
not a id: they a re simpl y irksome and was teful." 

The members of the School of Mathematics believe in 

these principl es so clearly stated by Dr. Flexner, and as f a r a s , 

they are able ha ve endeavored to embody them in their research and 

in t heir cont cts with fellow scholars . We are concerned with 

the f ound ations of ma thema tics and mathema tical physics, with 

t he discovery and development of thos e principles of mathema tics 

which will give deeper harmony to mathema tics as an a rt, and 

greater power as a s cience. It i s true that s ome of us are conc erned 

at the moment with important applicaions of mathema tics to ballistics, 
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aviation , and other aspects of engineering . We rega rd these 

activities as temporary, - although inevitable and necessary 

as the need to live . . The long-term conception of our true 

functions would relega te thes e d iversions to a secondary pl ace. 

The order in the world which we desire and t he peace which we 

seek, will make t ehnological studies the servant and not the 

master of our lives. The path to knowledge f or its own sake 

will s till be open , the creative artist or scientist will still 

be free, and objective truth will still be revered. 

The limita tion of the va lue of any specific statement 

of the contents of mathematic a l research should be clear from 

what was said above. It may nevertheless be useful to app end 

descriptions of the work of the permanent members of the Insti

tute a s they see it: 

Walter Mayer 

While still in Vienna Mayer did significant work in 

topology with particular refer ence to its group-theoretic aspects . 

He ha s continued his work in t hi s field while a t the Institute. 

Mayer has the grea test interest in simplifying the foundations of 

va rious branches of mathematics. Because of this interest he 

has given expository courses in topology , differential geometry, 

and the calculus of variations. Through such courses he some

times reaches students who would not be r eached by more ambitious 

course s . Professor Alan D. Campbell of Syr a cus e is an example 

of a worker a t the Ins titute who has been stimulated by Mayer 

and has collabora ted with him . His interest s have been reflected 

in a number of pap ers in the l ast years . 
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The picture of fork going on in the Institute would be 

ut t erly i ncomple t e if the work of the t empor ary memb er s were 

not referred to. It will no t be attempted , however , to give 

here a detailed elabor tion like t he above . This omission 

should, of course, not be taken at all a s a judgment of va lue 

or importance. It is merely tha t suc h 'a compilation would be 

technically difficult, and the main tendencies repres ented 

in the Institute 'are probably indicated essentially by the 

above. I t should be said , however, tha t among the tempora ry 

members of the Institute are absolut e l eaders in their fields, 

whose recent work has been of exceptiona l importance: 

Kurt G5del 

He established a decade ago the impos sibility of certa in 

proofs in logic and - for t he firs t time in the history of mathe

mat ics - the imposs ibility of deciding certa in probl ems in 

a rithmetic and analysis. In the las t years he found the (negative) 

solution of the famous "continuum problem" which had r esisted all 

efforts for over forty years. 

Carl L. Siegel 

He had previous ly done outstand ing work in t he analytic 

theory of numbers and the theory of quadratic forms, which he has 

continued and extended during h i s stay at the Institute. Recently 

he has also ma.de import ant contributions to celestia l mecha.nics. 

Some statistics concerning the t emporary members who 

participated in the work of the School of Ma thematics are appended. 
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The greatest need of the Institute in its relation to 

mathema tics is an increa se of fund s for stipends to workers . 

The tota l amount available each year for this purpose i s now 

con s i derably less than the amount ava ilable during the first 

year s of the Ins titute . An examination of t he t able on the 

fol l owing pa ges show s t ha t t he number of candida tes for stipends 

has rema ined sensibly constant (excepting next year for obvious 

reasons), while the number of those receiving stipends from the 

Institute in mathematics ha s d i minished from 25 and 21 in 1935-36 

and 1936-37 to 11 and 9 respectively in 1940-41 and 1941-42. 

Tha t the Institute' s aid to workers in mathematics is 

appreciated by the mathematica l world at l a rge i s shown by the 

r emarka ble degree of collaboration which exists between its 

professor s of mathema tics and visiting scholars. Moreover, 

outside foundations have indica ted their a pproval of work here 

by inc reas ing their a id to men proposing to work in mathematics 

until the number of thos e aided by the foundations next year, for 

the f irst time , will equa l those aided by the Institute. However, 

the number of ma thematic a l s cholars of established r eputa tions who 

would like to ork at the Institute, but who are prevented by 

financia l reasons, rema ins deplorably l a rge. 

The need for greater stipend funds is heightened by the 

necessity of r es toring young men now in the dr aft a rmy to their 

rightful pla ces in the scientific world. Some of the s e young men 

were s t arting on promi s ing ca reers in mathema tic s . They will 

r eturn with a keener and more r ealistic appreciation of science. 

A yea r of s tudy a t the Institute would serve to r emove the fee~ing 
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tha t they have been handic a pped and enable them t o continue 

t heir work with even grea ter vigor and enthusia sm. 
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JAMES W. ALEXANDER 

is writing a book on tOp?logy. For the last one or two decades 

Princeton and Moscow have been the centers of topology, Princeton mainly 
....... . 1 •• 

through the work of Lefschetz and Alexander. The classical scheme for the 

topological analysis of the continuum is based on dissection into elements deformable 

into spheres. The resulting "complex" is accessible to purely algebraic 

combinatorial methods. Although this theory is satisfactory in itself, its 

application to the many forms under mlich continua appear in mathematics and 

physics, is often very cumbersome. During the last years Alexander has worked 

incessantly on a new much more flex:i.b1e scheme for topology. He has now brought 

this work to a successful conclusion. _, ."t¥ *~ ">iP _ 'l!iJiI - 1M ........ ' JlllS . t "_8 

April 5, 1943 
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ALBERT EINS'l'EIN 

wrote a joint paper with Profesp 0t. .f.! ,l.1li in which they prove that 

under certain restrictions there is no solution of Einstein's classical equa-

tiona for the gravitational field without singularities. This is important 
-- .. ---~ 

because otherwise such a field could exist without being generated by masses, 

But Einstein's main endeavor was, as it has been during the last twenty years, 

directed toward the unificat i6nilof electromagnetism and gravitation, the two 
... ... - 'II "'.II.!'''''' ) 

primary forces of nature. The gap between facts and theory is so wide here 

that the facts give practically no hint how to proceed in building up an ade-

quate theory; the existing field theories, and a sense of mathematical harmony 
~ti ~lCrt'biIt '''1l1l'tnlI!~tti:gISJ(IJItJII'i 

-
are the only guides. If a theoretical possibility seems to hold out some promise, 

t he, working out of its consequences to the point where they can be confronted 

with factual experience is a difficult and laborious mathematical task. In 

this way Professor Einstein has developed,and afterwards given up, a number of 
_ _ ,-- _ . f9"i'~ ...-I! Y - · r s .,. 

theories. This work has been by no means in vain, because it has definitely 

excluded possibilities Which sooner or later had to be examined. He is now 

following a n~, Eromising and highly interesting approach by which he hopes 
....... "'lil~q~IW . iQ~~lln('iWI ' t1.-c;Aft¥l'''-'I,Il''iiit ,l~~~,i!IIi'~ 'IJJ~:OI8iJt G, tMi#i 

not only to unify gravitation and electromagnetism, but also to account for the 

discontinuous structure of matter; but whether it will lead to ~!e goal he 

cannot yet say. If anybody has ~:ne2, t~~-=~~~t to attack such a long-range 

problem, and if anybody has a chance to find its solution at the present state 
« • •• -- ~lI_r.t:i<!.l'Sl"OOqa ~iItti~~ 

of physics, it is of course Professor Einstein. 

April 5, 1945 
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VA~~TIN BARGMANN (Ph.D. Univ. ZUrich 1956), arrived N.Y.C. June 25/57 with visa 

from Kaunas, Lithuania, and has been at IAS ever since: stipends 1957-40; Asst. 

t,o Prof. Einstein 1940-

finished an important paper on the representations of the Lorentz -_. . ....... ,-... ~-~,,~~, 

group; it answers the question what kind of physical quantities are possible 
.---r 

in quantum mechanics that satisfy the postulates of special relativity. (This 

work was inspired by Prof. Pauli.) Moreover Dr. Bargmann assisted Prof. Ein-
~~--~--.--~---~~ 

~ 

stein in working out Einstein's~ of unified field theory! 

April 6, 1945 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

PRINCETON, N EW JERSEY 

April 5, 1943 

Dear Doctor Aydelotte: 

This letter is in response to your call for a report on current work of 

members of the Institute. As you know, I 'have been working off and on for the 

last two years for the N.D.R.C., and more recently, since November, for the Ord

nance Department in the Arm): spending four or five days a week in Washington. 

In spite of this diversion, by working night and day I have been able to carry on 
..-)11.. J Jiji1ld " 1 ~. 

some of my researches in pure mathematics. 

Two papers by me came out last year. This year there will appear three - ..... -....._-_. -
papers - beginning a fascinating program which I hope will culminate during my life. 

I have good reasons to believe that the planetary orbits exist for topological 

causes. That is, the possible closed paths which a planet might follow form a 

kirrl of space so twisted and tied up that the planets have no way of escaping ex

cept by fOrming closed orbits. The second and third of these papers, on which 

Ewing collaborated with me after he left here, will appear this spring in the 

Annals of Mathematics. My colleagues here are largely unaware of these develop

ments partly because they are outside their fields and partly because I have not 

had the chance to talk about them here. I am thinkin about this work ni hts and 
"'"""" 11 - nn'" 

on trains. 
c ..... 

Dr. William R. Transue [Ph.D. Lehigh 1941; fellowship from Inst.lnternatl. 

Ed. 1955-6 for study at Univ.Bordeaux; Asst. Yale 1956-7, Lehigh 1957-42; Asst. to 

Prof. Morse 1942-3, resigned Mar.l/45 for work withLProf. Morse in Technical Division 

of Office of Chief of Ordnance, U.S.Army], who was my assistant for six months, began 

an intensive study of elasticity and related problems. We had two things in mind,

to help Adams of the Geophysical Laboratory, and to relate the vibration theory to my 

own work. The first objective was realized and the second will be realized sometime 

later. Transue is now Junior Physicist in the Ordnance Department, doing valuable 

work. 

As you Jlnow, I have been loath to leave my olVD research here for war work. 

I recently declined to represent mathematics at Washington with the Man Power Co~ 

mission. My present task involves scientific investigations for which no one else 

is properly available. While this work is not likely to st~ out through the years 

as does pure research, I cannot in good conscience refuse to do it. It does require 
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Dr. Frank Aydelotte - 2 April 5, 1943 

originality and judgment, which are not available in anything like the degree needed. 

I have now finished my sixth published report for the Ordnance Department. One of 

these reports is of real scientific value involving a new and systematic analysis 

of bomb fragmentation and power. Another report is being distributed (1000 copies) 

to the aviation headquarters in England. If this work ever becomes mediocre or in-

effective I shall quit it at once. At the present time I have drawn up the princi

pal plans for a $100,000 bomb experiment program at Aberdeen and the modes of anal

ysis exist unfortunately only in my head. I am grateful to the Institute for the 

generous and patriotic attitude they have taken in making it possible for me to do 

this work. They are making a sacrifice. I too am making a heavy sacrifice in 

being aifa.y from my family, and in existing as one must in Washington. I believe 

the need and the results justify this. 

Dr. Frank Aydelotte 
MM:GB 

Sincerely yours, 

'\--Co . : •• __ ~ 
~~ . 

:Marston Morse \ 
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has continued work on his book on spinors, which has occupied him and 
... _ QW'r4?'tXS t ~'fiIJ!;yil'iQM93l1W 

a number of collabo~rs for the last years. The manuscript is now nearing 

completion. Spinors are a new sort of geometric quantities which first showed 

up in quantum physics, and there account for the fundamental d1! feren ~~~~n 

a spi~1ng electron and a spinning top. ----.. ~ 
The notion has its purely algebraic and 

geometric side, and Veblen's book is devoted to developing the theo~~ of spinors 
. U; (/ 

in detail by direct geometric methods and incorporat;lrorganically into the whole 
Ttl'-- iM:iJItsl!'l ....... IP~ 

of geometry. 

~) 
~ .• ~ 

April 5, 1945 
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is a man who never seems to be satisfied with one job only. While 
~"'~' . ~". 

working fo r the Navy in Washington and for the Army at Aberdeen Proving Ground, 

and the N.D.R.C., he also completed s.!ver,a!.. 'pap;;;s on pure mathematics and 

wrote a book on mathematical economics with Professor Oskar Morgenstern. The 

mosb important of his recent papers -- among them one large paper written 

jointly with Professor Francis J. Murray, who in previous years had worked under 

von Neumann at the Institute -- deal with so-called rings of linear operators 
." .-----

in Hilbert space. These investigations had their origi n in the formalism of ----quantum mechanies, and have occupied von Neumann for more than ten years. The 
-.&...., _Ft'PN~ 

corresponding theory for spaces of -finite dimensionality constitutes one of the 

most beautiful and fruitful parts of modern algebra. Naturally the situation 

in spaces of infinitely many dimensions is more complicated. Two other papers 

written by von Neumann jointly with S. Chandrasekhar, and recently published, 

investigate the statistics of the gravitational field arisi ng from a random dis

tribution of stars.4 A ~eatenterprise j..s_:}le .. ~oe~ ~!, ... !.?:,;;" "~,:~~, ,,,,ap.d.J!?,;~-
The science of physics owes its great success 

in the last three centuries to Galileo's method of isolatin 
-----~~~,~~~~~-"~ 

accessible to mathematical analysis in terms of a number of variable parameters. 
\~.IW;<~~~j-~~ 

The analysis leads to universal laws which ultimately make it possible to under-

stand even the most complicated phenomena. Von Neumann and Morgenstern attempt 

to apply a similar method to economics. They axiomatize the economic process .. --~--~~~~~~~ 
under the scheme of an association game. Such a game consists of a series of 

moves the outcome of each of which is determined either by chance according to 

certain a priori probabilities, or by an act of one of the players based on a 
Does the series 

knowledge of the outcome of certain (previous) moves. ~h la~e, ~ace3 e 

of events take a uniquely determined course if every player acts according 
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his own best advantage.~ The theoretical solution of 

such pr oblems depends on a branch of al[ ebra and geometry of which comparatively 
~~ 1' __ ~·'1l:"'if"~.·o(""",;'ooIi!Y.k~"'Il~~~W __ ""')tA IIcto@!'i ~ 

little is Known, and which von Neumann had to develop for this purpose. It may 
...... nfOO · .ll ..... ~1 ~~~~~l~·,Qnit"~r,: ,~~~::,i.'II!:t;~ 

be that for~ture theoretical economics this book will playa role similar to that 
a--{. 

played by Ga11weo I s Discorsi delle nuove"",cienze for mechanics 4:P physics. 

A!J , 

April 6, 1943 
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The 0 r y of Gam e s 

and its application to Economics and Sociology . 

by 

John von Neumann 

and 

Oskar Morgenstern 

The book is going to the printer within the next 10 days. 

The MS has app. 1050 pp. It has 12 Chapters, 105 graphs and Figutes. 

It may be a volume of e.pp. 650 printed pages or more. 
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Preface • 
. -.-.-.-.-.-

This book contaians an exposition and various applications of a I mathematical. theory of games. The theory has been developed by one or us 

I since 1928 and is now published for the f1rst time in its entirety. The 

\ applications are of two kinds: On the one hand to games in the proper sense, 

I on the other hand to economic and sociologic problems \,hich, as we hope to 

1 show, are best approached from this direction. 

i ~ The applications which we shall make to games serve at least as 

I much to corroborate the theory as to investigate these games. The nature of 

this r eciprocal relationship will become clear as the investigation proceeds. 

Our major interest is, of course, in the economic and sociological direction. 

However, these questions 

questions of parallil or opposite interest, perfect or imperfect information, 

free rational decision or chance influecnes. 

Princeton, N.J. 

Janurary 1945. John von Neumann 

Oskar Morgenstern 

Technical Note: 

The nature of the problems investigated and the techniques em-

ployed in this book necessitate a procedure which in many instances is 

thoroughly mathematical. The mathematical devices used are elementary in 

the sense that no advanced algebra, or calculus etc. occurs. (With one ex-
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ception: Part of the discussion of an example in 19.7. et sequ. makes use 

of a simple integral.) Concepts or~gina,ting in set theory, linear geometry 

and group theory play an important role, but they are invariably taken from 

the early cha,pters of those disciplines and are moreover analyzed and ex

plained in special expositiry sections. Nevertheless the book is not truly 

elementary because th~. mathematical deductions are frequently intricate and 

the logical possibilities are extensively exploited. 

Thus no specific knowledge of any particular body of advanced 

mathematics is required. Ho.wever the reader who wants to acquaint himself 

more thoroughly with the subject expounded here will have to familiarize him

self with the mathematical way of reasoning definitely beyond its routine, 

primitive phases. The character of the procedures will be mostly that of 

mathematical logics, set theory and functional analysis. 

We have att~mpted to present the subject in such a form that a 

reader who is moderately versed in mathematics can acquire the necessary prac

tice in the course of this study. We hope that we have not entirely failed 

in this endeavour. 

In accordance with this, the presentation is not what it would be 

in a strictly mathematical t r eatise. All definitions and deductions are con

siderably broader than they would be there. Besides, purely verbal discussions 

and ah.lyses take up a considerable amount of space. We have, in particular, 

tried to giVe, whenever possible, a parallel, verbal exposition for every maoor 

mathematical deduction. ' It is hoped that this procidure will el ucidate in 

unmathematical langugage what the mathematical technique signifies -- and will 

also show where it achieves more than can be done without it. In this, as well 

as in our methodological s-qfand, we are trying to follow the best examples of 

theoretical physics. 
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The purpose of this book is to present a discussion 

of some f undamental questions of economic theory which requ i re 

a treatment different from that which t hey have f o u nd thus far 

in the literature. The analysis is concerned with some basic 

problems arising from a study of econom i c behavior which have 

been the cent e r of attention of economists for a long time. 

They have their origin in the attempts to find an e xact descrip-

tion o f the endeavor of the indi v idual to obtain a maximum of 

util i ty, or, in the case of the ent repreneur, a max i mum of profit. 

It is well known what considerable -- and in fact unsurmounted 

difficulties this task involves given even a limited number of 

typical situations, as, for example, in the case of the exchange 

of goods, d irect or indirect, between two or more persons, of 

bilateral monopoly, of duopoly, or oligopoly, and of free 

competition. It will be made clear that the struc t ure of these 

problems, famili ar to every student of economics, is in many 

I e ll 
respects quite different from the way in which they are conc~ed 

at the present time. I t will appear, furthermore, that their exact 

positing and subs e quent solution can only be achieved with the 

aid of mathematical methods which div e r ge considerably from the 

techn iques applied by older or by con temporary mathematical 

economists. 

Our co n siderations will lead to t he application of the 

mathematical theory of "games of strategy" developed by o ne of the 

authors in several succes s ive stages in 192:8 and 1940-l94~. After 

the presentatio~ ' of this theory, its appli c ation to economic 

problems in the sense indicated above will be undert aken. It will 
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appear that it provides a new approach to a number of economic 

questions as yet unsettled. 

We shall first have to find in which way this theory 

of games can be brought into relationsh i p with economic theory, 

and what their common elements . are. This can be done best by 

stating briefly the nature of some fundamental economic theorems 

so that the common elements will be seen clearly. It will then 

become apparent that there is not only nothing artificial in 

establishing this relationship but that on the contrary this 

theory of games of strategy is the proper instrument with which 

to develop a theory of economic behavior. 

One would misunderstand the intent of our discussions 

by interpreting them as merely pointing out an analogy between 

these two spheres. We hope to establish satisf a ctorily, after 

developing a few plausible schematizations, that the typical 

problems of economic behavior become strictly identical with the 

mathematical notions of suitable games of strategy. 
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HERMANN V~'YL 

proved a basic theorem on harmonic inte rals. 
. dllllal!&f1I1M1iii~~~~~~ • 

In 1941 Hodge in 

England published a book on this subject, the fruit of fifteen years labor, 

which aroused widespread interest in the mathematical world. Last year 

Professor Chevalley of Princeton University conducted a full year's seminar ,.... .* 4 ___ • . j 9'"~ifi\ICIIIQ!I • ..,Ift.w ... 

in Fuld Hall on this book, with six professors and almost all the younger 
_$oM' 1 . _"~J#. IlI!I4Jt~ 

mathematicians in Princeton attending; but in the middle of the second term 

the seminar exploded because it was discovered that the proof of the central ________ r-f~--·~t~~. ___ ~ 

theorem on which everything hinges was hopelessl wrong. But two months -
later, Professor Weyl suc~eeded in finding the correct proof. During the 

.......... aIoij A, m'1 tj;,/;PIVW""';~' ",,* "''iY'sa{J.!tI 1P.tt!''~ 

first term of the current year Weyl lecture~on meromorphic functions and 
i,dI;lr£ 1m............ .,.,.....leW<l~i{;8l.1iI !iir·Wft~liF~~ 

analytic curves. This course forms the basis of a ~2a~~h on the subject 

which he has prepared jointly with his son Joachim, and the manuscript of 
~~ '1 .. - ) ...... 

which has just been completed. Moreover Weyl conducted a seminar in which 
\rcw:::a - " F 'b -

the younger members of the School reported on their own research work; 
~ 

Siegel and Professor Chevalley attended. 
-.......... .....~ 

A.pril 5, 1945 
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MISS AUDREY WISHARD (MRS. BROCKWAY McMILLAN) 

(Ph.D. Radcliffe 1958) - Grad. Fellowships at Radcliffe 1955-8; 

Instr. Vassar 1958-42; Asst. to Prof. Wey1 1942- resigned }~r.1/43 for research 

on fire control instruments in Princeton Surveys statistical office) 

came to the Institute from Vassar College where she held an Instructor-

ship, aIXi married a Princeton mathematician, Dr. Brockway McMillan. She acted 

as Prof. Wey1' s assistant until March 1, when she resigned in order to devote 

her Whole time to essential war work in the Princeton Surveys statistical office. 

Her field, analytic theory of funct i ons, along the lines of the great Finnish 
y~~ 

school of Linde1ef~ cl osely re a e ~ the subject of analytic curves with 

which Prof. Wey1 was occupied; thus she could render him very valuable assistance. 

During the year she published one and finished another paper on analytic functions. 

April 5, 1943. 
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WALTHER MAYER 

also works in topology. - .... 
He has pursued his way independently of 

••• a_eM'"' "." 

both Lefschetz and Alexander • His point of departure is the classical scheme 
............ !IIi ... __ .. -"WJi.......,&tIItt6-' g; 

of complexes, and he endeavors to isolate the Last 

year he discovered in this way some new topological invariants, and during this 
~ 3r . 'IIJ.I!I._~r:iI; · lON8iii:li!r 

year his research has made further headway but has not yet reached a definite 

goal : 

April 5, 1945 
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KURT aljDEL 

had visited the Institute several times before (full year 1955-34, 
..... - .,..... 

first term 1955-36, first term 1938-39) and has now been with us continuously 
~ iGA41101:*1ii1"-

since March 1940 • Mathematical logic and the foundations of mathematics are 
... s.~-- ;:<j:1ait'teBi!!!!SW'itIO ~fiI(j ' lIiiin~Io~- i!8I!1ti~ 

his fields, wherein he occupies a unique position. Since the Greeks, mathe-
- rw F! 

maticians have attempted to base their science on axiom~ so that once these 

axioms are admitted everything proceeds by pure reasoning and no uncertainties 

and doubts can creep in. As a matter of fact the axioms have to be formulated 

in symbols rather than language, and the reasoning is done by manipulating such 

formulas according to definite rules. But G6del shook the belief that reason 

can ever be completely axiomatized, by showing that whatever axioms you start 

with, there are always evidently true number-theoretic propositions which you 

cannot prove on their basis. From these more or less artificial examples of 

undemonstrable propositions constructed ad hoc, he has now proceeded to inves-

tigate a controversial principle, the so-called axiom of choice, on which de-
s'i ¥>W'"ilrA:* 

pends much of modern set-theory and analysis. __ --_'_1 __ ........... ~ After proving that this prin-

ciple is not in contradiction to the other axioms of mathematics, he has now 

nearly completed the proof of its independence. But he interrupted this study 
f 91" 

in order to write an account of Bertrand Russell's work in mathematical logic 

for the collection, "Living Philosophers". The critical analysis of Russell's 

epoch-making "Principia Mathematica", published some forty years ago, and the 

subsequent development by the outstanding modern logician, will undoubtedly 

be of great interest. The manuscript is about completed. 

April 3, 1943 
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CHARLES LUDWTG SIEGEL 

who had been wit h the Institute before, in 1955, succeeded in getting ---out of Germany via Denmark and Norway the last minute before the Nazi invasion 

of Norway. 

matical career. 

straddle the fields of mechanics (in particular celestial mechanics) and func-

tion theory, have just been published. He has continued, and is still continu-

their volumes, and tbe corresponding automorphic functions. For the special 

group of linear transformations with integral coefficients this subject has been 

of central importance in the t.!!eorY,.9j'~s for the whole last century, and 
-t'~ ~c+{ {~~- . 

for 5ta=pal~ e grea mat~e6atician Minkowski more than forty years ago cre---
ated the so-called geometry of numbers. Siegel has gone far beyond Minkowski. 

As a matter of fact, after Siegel's work, all that has been done before looks 

like a hill in a vast mountainous landscape. His latest paper in this field 

is entitled "Symplectic Geometryt', but it actually deals with problems on the 
rlf ..,.. 

borderline of group, function and number theories, and opens up a very original 

and promising approach to the unexploited domain of analytic functions of sev-

eral variables. He submitted the paper, in the form of a beautiful: pandwritten 

manuscript, to the American Journal of Mathematics, but the r eferee suggested 
fl.1 

that we have a typWritten copy made for the printer in order to preserve the 

original manuscript as a treasure in the library of the Institute for future 
INSERT A 

generations to admire. L It is probably not t09: mych to say: that if the School 

of Mathematics had accomplished nothing in the ten years of its existence but 

to enable Siegel to produce these works, it would have fully demonstrated its 

usefulness to the scientific world. 

April 5, 1945 
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Insertion A 

Moreover Siegel made an interesting contribution to the stuqy of the zeta 

function, that analytic function on which depends our knowledge of the er-

ratio distribution of the prime numbers. (Riemarm's conjecture about the 

zeros of the zeta function, which has now challenged mathematicians for 

nearly a century, remains still unproved, but Siegel's result throws some 

light on this question.) Finally, Siegel succeeded in settling Waring's 

problem for arbitrary algebraic number fields, a problem which had withstood 

his efforts twenty years ago, forcing him at that time to limit himself to 

quadratic fields; now he has won through. 
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WOLFGANG PAULI 

is working on the most mysterious of the several elementary particles 
..........., .. v:iliaiiAdi.;*!" t1P'f1St 

or waves discovered by atomic physics, the mesot.Jl>n, which occupies an inter-

mediate position bet~een the particles known for a long time,- electron and 

proton on one hand, and the photon (i.e. light or electromagnetic field) on 

the other hand. The experimental evidence concerning the mesotron comes from 
r'*' ·· a-c · ~~~ 

the study of cosmic rays and is scanty, but the mesotron plays an important 
.. . . - -- t 

part for the constitution of the atomic nuclki~ Its law of motion is not 

as well known as that of the electron and the light, and Professor Pauli has 

pursued two different hypotheses concerning this law. In doing so he has col
*'" . 

laborated with sever ~unger physicists,- namely with Dr. Dancoff, who was at 
~,....".. .. , ' ri fdilll~ __ ' ?ZF?T 

the Institute last year; with Dro Kusaka, who is with us now; with Dr • 
• t • n-MW" 

Bargmann, Einstein's assistant; -- and Dr. Jauch of Princeton University. - The-

oretical physics is at present in an awkward position. The theory of the 

outer shell of electrons of the atom is practically complete; the experi-

mental evidence concerning the heavy nucleus far from being conclusive. But 

there is no doubt that Pauli makes the best possible of this bad situation, 

and that he and his collaborators are doing pioneer work of ffucst importance • 
.. Sk ·'JQ:i\}J~ ·"" __ ~~ 

Pauli also wrote a joint paper with Einstein concerning Einstein's 
• y M'''o1?i' -"'tINilI~I1itf'" H 1RHiL ~(~IQaijl")lIIf!ll!i~ 

equations of the gravitational field, and a critical report for the Reviews of 

Modern Physics on some new ideas by which Dirac hopes to overcome the difficul--ties connected with the quantizati.on of the field equations of photon and 

electron. 

During both terms he has conducted a seminar in Fuld Hall on quantum 
~10~ \·at·'-......... _~~~~~.&: 

. electrodynamics and meson theory. 
~~'~~\~~~~:.~;;C<~~ .. ;(~ 

April 6, 1943 
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IRVIN S. COHEN 

(Ph.D. Hopkins 1942), Jr. Instructor in Math. at Hopkins 1956-42, and 

Instructor in Math., Night School for Technology 1939-42. 

Univ. of North Carolina since Jan.l/45) 

Instructor at 

got his degree at Johns Hopkins under Zariski. He stayed for the 

f~t term ~~y, ruld then resigned because he had received an. appointment as 

Instructor at the University of Nort Carolina. 
Jilijtl - riM ~ "..,., !WI"" ...... ~~ ,. _iir'"~\~ \'..'~. ' .... 

His field is abs~ract ~l ebra; 

in particular, the development of those highly intricate algebraic instruments 

which the theory of algebraic surfaces necessitates. While working here he 

found a number of surpris~~ and profound_results, and in Weyl's seminar he gave 
i: g'*~~ air !~ 

an eXPQsition of his research which aroused universal admiration. ........ -...... - .... --~"". .~ ... 
Dr. Cohen 

is a first-rate mathematician, and it would be particularly desirable to have 
______ ), WIW 'Il:t.r~""~ 

him return to the Institute for a longer time after the war is over. 

April 5, 1943 
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SHUICHI KUSAKA (Ph.Do Univ. Calif. 1942) - held Grad.Scholarship 1957 (B.A./57) 
~ 

at Univ.~it~£&~~bia; Tuition Scholarship 1957-8 (M.S./58) at M.I.T.; and 

at Univ.Calif., Univ. Fellowship 1958-9 and fall of 1941, and Teaching Asst. 

1959-41 and spring of 1942 

worked in close collaboration with rrof. Pauli. 
~-.f~~~~""~~'o\,; -....... ~ 

They have just 

finished the manuscript of a j2.:l!l..t£?Ei3.,un _~ ..... :t-~,t~ . f the mesotron. Dr. 

Kusaka has also helped in the final editing of Professors von Neumann ~nd Mor-
"'""":IIIr",.;.i>i.$70~.;...;w~.':I\1'lhti~~~I/lit~~,..llIr~~~' ~ , 

genstern's book on mathematical economics, and with the manuscript of Prof. 
~iiV<!l~ ~ 

Veblen's book on spinors. 
~IMI~"'~ ~ .. ~~~~~-c:l?!i1~~ 

\ 

'l~' tAJ 
April 6, 1945 

~~ t,t..~ 
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LUTHER I. WADE, JR. 

(Ph.D. Duke 1941 ~ GradoAsst. 1958-9, Grad. Fe11o~ 1959-41 at Duke; 

Instr. Hopkins, 1941-2. NRC Fellow at lAS 1942-5) . ~~ . 

is a National R~.!,l .. £2.,1¥lc~l __ ~e1low. Two of th~~-ee-NRC-~----
selected for this year had chosen to join the Institute, but one of them, Dr. 

Howard Levi, resigned before the beginning of the year because of war duties 

(Ground School Instructor under the Navy Department). 

Dr. Wade comes from Duke University. 
III _ .... e 

His work is on t,rans~ndenGl 

problems. The most famous transcendental number is fl and the fact that it -is transcendental proves that the quadrature of the circle is impossible. Af

ter Hermite and Lindemann had proved the transcendency of ~ in the 19th cen-

tury, the greatest contributions to this line of ideas were made by Siegel some -ten to fifteen years ago. Wade has continued his research during the year, with 

Singular success. In Wey1 t s seminar he gave several talks on his research. 
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J. ERNEST WILKINS, Jr. 

(S.B. 1940, S.M. 1941, Ph.D. Dec.1942, all at Univ. of Chicago) -
r- .- ' r ii' , ! IlIitJ111i1i:4p 

held Alva K. Brown Fellowship at Univ. of Chicago 1941-42; and Julius Rosenwald 
• aap) _ 2_. . .. s 

Fello~ip at LA.S for 1942-45, but resigned after 1st tern to take ,teaching 

-" position at Tuskegee Inst. Age - 19. 
d 'f. 

is a very young mathematician of great talents. He stayed with the 
r , "me ~ 

Institute for one tern only, and then accepted an instructorship at Tusk1gee 

Institute. While at the I.A.S. he presented f~~r Ea~s to the American Mathe-

matical Society; 

grals, and are closely related to ~ I 'HEM- dAs; _S8t'l~ his thesis. 
~ 

These 

papers will be published in several journals. Besides, he studied algebraic 

geometry under Professor Chevalley, and made notable contributions to Professor 
~ ~~I,rtMtfl~ ~~~~4AS'~~ ....... rJl", 

Lefschetz's seminar on non-l~near differential equations. -

April 16, 1945 
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FUMIO YAGI (M.S. Univ.Washington 1941; Ph.D. M.I.T. June 1945) - Fellowship at 

Univ.Washington 1940-1, Grad.Scholarship at M.I.T. 1941-2. American citizen. 

an able young American mathematician of Japanese descent, joined the 

Institute less than two months ago. He had just finished his thesis for the 

Doctor's degree, on integral equations, written at the M.I.T. under Professors 

W.T.Martin and Cameron. Since Mrs. McMillan resigned he has assisted Prof. 
..,.."" ... 

Weyl in completing hiB bo~~~~ C c ~ B. -- He plans future research on 
----~ 

integral equations and theory of analytic functions. 

April 6, 1945 
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" 

GUIDO FUBINI 

now a non-resident (honorary?) member of the Institute, finished, 

or is about to finish, a book, "The Mathematics of the Engineer~ , on which he 

has worked for many years and which covers the whole field from quadratic equa-

tions to advanced electrodynamics and thermodynamics. As far as we know, it 

will be published in South America. 

April 12, 1945 
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JVLATHEMATI CS 

MORSE 

VON NEUMANN 

october 

Acad emic Activiti e s G 

Biographical 

Their report to Ayde lot te for Board . 

File d in Vertical File under liMit for StlX"bJoow~ Mathemat ics. 

F . A., 1/8/57 
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R PORT ON SCHOOL OF MATHEM~TICS 

by 

Mars ton Morse and John von Neumann 

The grea t difficult ies of des cr i b1ng adequa tely t he 

wor k of the ma t hema t i cal grou. re obvioU8. A ar t from be1ng 

a hi ghly technica l and f inel y differ entint ed sCience, mathe-

matic 1s among other t hi ngs a l anguage diff ering no little in 

its wor ds , cons i derably i n its gr "' mmar, and absolutely 1n 1ts 

syntax , from any oth er l anguage 1.1 ed by men , And fr om its ver y 

na ture - in f act t h i s is t he ma in reason why ma thema tical l anguage 

was invented - it s content s cannot be trans l at ed i nto any other 

l anguage . I t ls only f a ir to expect tha t any a t t empt to des cr i be 

the content of mathematica l r esearch cannot convey ess ntially 

more of t he essence of t he subj ect t~~n would an a ttempt to 

describe the Ilcontents" of a Chine e poem. 

The only t hing one m y reasona ly try to desc r ibe is t he 

general t endency and purpo:1e of such resea rch, a nd t he spirit, 

the a tmospher e , in which it is undert aken. 

One mus t r ealize , above all , tha t t here i s a very particu

l ar dOUble c har acter whioh per vades all mat hematica l work. It 

is perf ctly true t ha t mathemat ic s has practica l applica tions, 

Thes e a re some times very indirect - for example, applications to 

mathematica l phys ic s , which in turn a re justified by applic tions 

to experimenta l phys ios, ~hich in turn are just i f i ed by applica

tions to engineering , etc. - but t hey are applic tlons nevertheless. 

I t is even true that much, i f not most, of the bes t mathematical 
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inspiration has been dir ~ctly or i ndirectly derived from nappl .i ed" 

probl ems. Neverthel ess most ma.t hematica l re search 19usually 

undertaken without any r egard to such applic : tions , and it is 

strongl y to be suspect ed t ha t it s quality could only suf fer if 

t he ma thematician kept t he applioations oanst ntly in mind. As 

matters stand, t hey sometime s never enter h is mind , and it is 

by no means established that t h i s i s al ways a los s . It is very 

diff i cult t o do jus tice; in any f inite number of words, to this 

situa t i on and to all it s nuances, but i t i s neces sary to keep 

it in mind when vi. ualizing t he na ture of ma t hematical r es earch. 

ThuS when deal ing with m t hema t i cs it is probably more 

u s eful to judge it b y t he same s t andar ds by whic h a cr eative 

art i s judged, - tha t i ~ , by es thetic s t andard s . The esthetic 

angle ma y e s cape t he l ayman who does not speak t he "foreign 

l angua ge" i n hich t he intellectual effort goes on. It may 

also s eem strangely di s connected with t he ap lioation whioh may 

ult imamly be ma.de of mathematioa l r esults. But it is there 

ne.verthe l ess, and i gnoring i t would lead to a comple te misunder

sta.nding of ma t hematics. 

The above indica tions give pr obably a les s oomplete pioture 

than some lines vlritten by Dr. Abr aham Flexner in "I Rem.ember," 

which were i n tended to convey an i dea of t he pUrpO$9 and nature 

of the Ins t itut e f or Adv;J.no ed Study, but t heir validity applies 

to t he s t udy of ma t hema tios. Dr. Fl exner writes as f ollows: 

"The Institute f or Adv ,noed s tudy was intended, by 
r eason of i t s constitution and conception, to be ma inly 
a r esearch institute . f rom a.n unknown source I quote 
the following: 
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'The de epest joy in life is to be c reative . To 
f ind an undevelo ped s ituation, to s ee t he pOs sibilities , 
to identify yoursel f with s omet hing worth while doing, 
put yoursel f i nto i t , and stand f or it - t hat i s a 
s a tisf action in comparis on V/ith whiCh superfic i a l 
pleasur es a r e trivi al.'" . 

Referr ing to t eaching: 

"P ersons who require to be drilled or t au ght hard 
do not belong within t he Institute for Advanoed Study. 
The l evel of t he tea ching and its form mark it off 
sharply from college teaching, from mos t university 
t eaching, from t echnological or profess iona l tea,ohing. 
This granted, t he professor himself benefit s , if f or 
an hour or two weekly, in a.ddition to h i s own research 
and the sUpervision of a few investigations , he dis
cusses a l a r ge r theme with a small, thoroughly competent, 
body . He i s thus assi s t ed in preser ving his o .... m perspec
tive, and he has a stimulus to- wide reading and b roader 
oontacts ." 

With reference t o s cholnr s in t he Institute: 

"These IDen presumably know thei r own minds ; t hey have 
their oym lndiv.idu a l ways; the Ulen ho have , t hrou;ghQut 
human hi s tory, . eant mos t to t hemselves and to human 
progress have u sually f ollowed their own inner light; 
no organizer, no administr a tor , no institut_ion can do 
mor e than fur nish conditions f avorable to t he r es tless 
prowling of an enlightened and i nformed human spirit, 
seeking its int el1ectlL-"i l and spiritual prey. S tandardi
zation, org ', niza t l on, making trifles seem important, do 
not a id: they are simply irksome and 1vas teful." 

The members of t he School df Ma t heml9.tics ' believe in . 

t hese principle s so clearly sta.t ed by Dr . Flexner , and a s f ar a 

they a r e a bl e ha ve endea vored to embody them in t h'elr re search and 

1n their contl ct s with fellow s cholars . We "a re ooncerned with 

the f ound ations of ma t hema tics and ma th ~~tical physics, with 

t he discovery and development of those prinoiple s of mathema tics 

which will give deeper harmony to mat hema tics a.s an art, and 

.-~ ... . ,., . 

grea ter power a s a s cience . It i s true t hat some of us a re concerned 

a t t he moment vd t h important appllca ic:ms of mathema tics to ballistics I 
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aVi at ion, and other a spects of engineering. ¥e r egard these 

activiti es a s t emporary, - a lthough inevitable and necessary 

as t he need to live. The long-term cono.ep tion of our true 

functions would r .l egate these divers ions to a s econdary pla oe. 

The order in t he ','orid which we desire and t he peaoe which we 

seek, will make tahno1ogica l studies the servant and not the 

master of our lives. The pa th to knowledge for its own sake 

will still be open, the . crea tiv·e a r tist or scienti s t will still 

be free, arid obj ective truth will still be revered:. 

The limitation of the va lue of any specifio s t a t ement 

of t he oontents of math~matical researo h should be olear f rom 

hat was said above. It may nevertheless be useful to append 

desoriptions of the work of t he permanent members of the Instl-

tute a s t hey see it: 

Wal tar l~ayer 

whil ~till in Vienna Mayer d id signific ant work in 

topology with partioula r reference to i ts group-theoretio aspeots. 

He ha s continued h i s work in t hi s f i el d while at t he Insti t ute. 

M' yer ha s the grea.t at inter es t in simplifying t he f oundat ions of 

va r ious br anohes of ma thema tics . Because of t his interes t he 

has given expos itory courses in topology , di ffe r entia l geometry, 

and the calculus of var i a tions. Through such courses he some-

times reaches students who would not be r t3 ached by more amb1tiou,s 

course", . Profes sor Alan D .. Campbell of Syra cuse i s an example 

of a worker a t the Institu te who has been stimula ted by Mayer 

and ha s collaborated with h im. His interes ts-have been refleoted 

1n a number of paper s in the last years • 
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The picture of work going on in the Inst i tute would be 

utterly i nc omplete if t he work of t he t emporary memb e r s were 

not referred to. It will not be attempted, however , to give 

here a de t ailed s l abor- tion like t he above . This omission 

should , of course , not be t aken at all a s a judgment of valUe 

or importance. It 1s mer ely t hat . uch a compila tion would be 

technioally diffioult, and t he ma in tendencies repres ented 

1n t he I n-a ti tut e are p'robably indica. t ed essentially by the 
--

above. I t should be sa1d , however, tha t among t he t emporary 

members of the Institut e are ab solut(; l eaders in t heir f i elds, 

whose recent work, has een of exceptf,onrll lmpor.t ance: 

Kurt G~del 

He es t ablished a decade ago the impossibili t y of certain 

proofs in logic, and - f or t~e first time 1n t he h istory of mat he

matics - t he i mposs1b1l i t y of dec idi ng cert 'l in probl ems 1n 

arithmf. tlc and analysi s. In t he l ast years he f 01;llld the (nega t i ve) 

solution of t he famous "continuum problem" which h"ld r esisted all ' 

efforts for over forty years . 

Carl L. Siegel 

He had previous ly done outstanding work in the analytiC 

theory of numbers and t h . theory of quadratic f orms , which he has 

oontinued and extended during his s t ay a t t he Institut e. Recently 

he ha s also made import nt contributions to celestia l mecrani cs. 

Some statistics oonaerning t he t empora.ry members who 

par ticipa t ed in t he wor k of t he School of .Ma thematics are appended. 
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The grea t es t n.eed of t he Inst i tute in its r el a tion to 

mat hematic s is an increa se of f unds for stipends to worker s . 

The to t nl amount aVf~. 11able each year for t h i s purpose is now 

cons i derably I e s than t hp amount ava ilable dur ing t he first 

yea rs of t he Instit ute . An examinat i on of t he t ble on t he 

following pa ges S 10WS t hat t he number of candidat es f or s tipends 

ha s r ema i ned sensibly constant ( excepting next year for obvious 

reasons), while th<~ number of those receiving s tipends from the 

Institut e in mathematic s ha s diminished fr om 25 and 21 1n 1935-36 

and 1936-37 to 11 and 9 r espect i vely in 1940-41 and 19,4.1-42 . 

Thnt t he Ins titute ' s a id to worker s in mathematics is 

appreciated by t hA mathemat i ca l world a t large i s shown by the 

r emarkabl e degree of collabor ation whi ch exists be t een its 

professor . of mathematics and vi siting s cholars . Moreover, 

outside founda tions have indica t ed t heir approva l of work here 

by incr eas i ng their a i d to men proposing t o work in ma thematic .s 

Until the number of t ho e aided by the f ounda tions next year , for 

the f irst tim,:? , will equal those aided by the I nsti t ute. However, 

the number of ma thema t i ca l scholars of e stabli~hed r e puta t i ons who 

would like to ork a t t he Institute, but who ar e prevented by 

f inancia l r easons, rema ins deplorably l a rge . 

The need for great er stipend funds is he i gh tened by t he 

necess ity of r ; s tor ing young men now in the dr aft a rmy to t heir 

rightful pla ces in t he scientif io world . Some of t hese young men 

were s t arting on promis ing ca r eers in ma t hema tic s . Th y will 

r eturn with a keener and more r ea l i stic ap r eoia tion of scienoe. 

A year of s tudy a t t he I nstitute would serve to l'emove the f ·seling 
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that t hey have been handica pped and enable t hem to oontinue 

their work with even grea ter vigor and enthus i a sm. 
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